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GO WESTINGHOUSE a 2 we re 
YO U N G MAN | Where a world-full st . 5 a aa 

» Of projects abound all ime ag , 
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There was once a college senior named Al Addin who . Ps ee 

yearned for his place in the sun. \ 1 f Pye : 7 | 
However, at graduation time so many companies offered " oem ey J 

him a job, Al didn’t know which one to accept. } — PA aes 
Then he met a Mr. Greeley, the recruiter from Westing- é \ 

house. Mr. Greeley was a kindly man with a warm smile. YX re OF 
He described to Al how at Westinghouse young men have oe 
their choice of six operating groups* and work in friendly, yen iyo gp i - Me 
tight-knit little teams on the world’s most exciting projects. r a a a 

“Go Westinghouse, young man,” Mr. Greeley urged. u s 

And Al. Addindid. He wanted to be part of Westinghouse: Transportation for the new project would consist not 
efforts to help the nation rebuild cities, so he joined the only of a remote-controlled mass transit system, taking 

corporation's Construction Group — supplier of the world’s commuters to and from their places of business .. . but 

widest range of products for the construction market. it would also include sophisticated elevator and electric 
stairway systems to be installed within the project's ter- 

minal and living areas. 

~~ Al's third and last wish — to marry Jeanie. 
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One day, while Al was polishing a Westinghouse lamp, She consented on the condition that he let her join him 
a Jeanie appeared. This pretty, warmhearted, intelligent on other major projects and urban systems assignments 
Jeanie was an engineer with the Elevator Division. (Women undertaken by Westinghouse throughout the world. 

are welcome at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity em- Al Addin agreed . . . and they lived happily ever after. 
ployer.) As the daughter of one of the richest men in Amer- MORAL: All your wishes for a prosperous career can be 
ica, Jeanie was ina position to grant Al Addin three wishes. granted if you join Westinghouse, where awaiting you are 

Al’s first wish — to help Westinghouse build a municipal challenges, hard work, building block education, travel, 
complex of apartments, offices, stores and parks within an adventure, and yes, even romance. 

established metropolitan area. 

Al's contribution to the project was to help develop a 

computerized environmental analysis technique —an_ in- You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 
genious system for precalculating the heating and cooling — 
needs of all the buildings in the complex. Grateful archi- 

tects and consulting engineers voted Al the year’s most For further information, contact the Mr. Greeley from West- 

calculating supplier. inghouse who will be visiting your campus during the next 

Al’s second wish — to help develop a total transporta- few weeks or write: L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educa- 

tion system for a new housing area being built. tional Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15221. 

*The Westinghouse Operating Groups: Consumer Products; Industrial; Construction; 

Electronic Components & Specialty Products; Atomic, Defense & Space; Electric Utility. Pp y Ne



O tunities at A d 
in mining and metallurgy here and abroad, at Anaconda American Brass Co., 

Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., and Anaconda Aluminum Co. 

Ye oS :. oe Dynamic test yields new data (q ee) ee 
: Pas <= | on copper-metal springs of a 1 sar 

*& >» . // «| Copper metals are among the most | jgug ae i ey 
: a ie {4 useful spring materials known to man. | Wee 4 J 
a | The role of modulus of elasticity in this |) ne A ed 
2 =. =. ; ~~ _| application was studied at the Research | fe \ VA | 

: Por J 2 and Technical Center of Anaconda a. ‘ ‘Ves Ag i 
Se CS American Brass for more precise data | RR ipo 0 SA 

: es = 4 |, | and to make possible predicting spring | jae", 4 ie i d , 

ae 4 Bee 7 Modulus of ssnity can be deter- | ta siiise 
ee mw 23 . | mined by physical testing in tension or . 

° : compression: But Anaconda found the Bright future for a 
Extractive metallurgy is a dynamic method (below) easier to per- | bright metal 
key to more metal form and just as accurate: How do you make containers to hold 
The metallurgical bubble bath above is | Results are of PES Taper nes to de- | motor oil or citrus concentrates at low- 
a flotation cell in a new Anaconda con- | Signers of aie devices, Ae signifi- | er costs? How can you package airline 
centrator, Although it may seem crude cantly Teanga ulus a oa, for in-flight meals to enable reconstituting 
and simple to a layman, the process in- loca metals means ‘iloy at the same | of foods at very high temperatures for 
volves complex combinations of colloi- will Se nee eutena Oy components | fast serving—and retain quality and fla- 
dal and surface chemistry, crystallog- wilt elect Of jexten a twice as | yor? These are typical questions asked 
raphy, physics, and special grinding ik as ene tha © ft steel_—usu- and answered in the Packaging Devel- 
methods adapted to the ores at each | ®)Y eee sacrifice of maximum | opment Laboratory of Anaconda Alu- 
individual mine. It represents one way SUFESS, if is. Can mean ‘more sensitive | minum, 
Anaconda’s metallurgical research is | CODtO SOF softer” action in the ab- | growing factor in the aluminum in- 
helping make more metal available for oe eebn energy. A da iereh dustry, Anaconda Aluminum is partic- 
our growing economy. iageand b Sa way heewleds Is . he ularly strong in packaging—with plain 
At Butte, Mont., such research, in rais- & Far ening Knowledge of the foil, laminated foil and rigid foil con- 
ing recovery of metal from low-grade | ™#5Y useful properties of copper met- | tainer products. And it has developed 
ores, is making today’s submarginal several firsts in the aluminum industry. 
material part of tomorrow’s ore re- One is the renee ov aete container 

serves. . . for motor oil and for citrus concen- 
As Anaconda’s intensified geological ay Gelli nce omen trates. Another is foil containers (see 
research and exploration turns up new will always be needed by above) for better airline service in the 
prospective mineral deposits, the need Anaconda in important positions jet age. Now frozen and refrigerated 
for metallurgical research and devel- in exploration, mining, extrac- meals can be heated rapidly and served 
opment grows. Each deposit must be tive metallurgy manufacturing quickly, Anaconda Aluminum has an 
analyzed to determine the feasibility of scientific research sales, and ad. outstanding record of developments 
recovering its metal. And as research ministration. i , which have had a tremendous impact 
develops more efficient extraction proc- If you would like more informa- on the packaging industry, 
esses, lower grade and more complex tion about Anaconda or wish to Anaconda Aluminum is also a produc- 
deposits can become mines. apply for employment, write to: er of primary aluminum, To meet the 
To accomplish this, Anaconda is estab- Director of Personnel, The growing demand for the metal in pack- 
lishing a central extractive metallurgi- Anaconda Company, 25 Broad- aging, transportation, electrical, and 
cal research center at Tucson, Arizona. way, N.Y., N.Y. 10004, building products, Anaconda Alumi- 
It is carefully planned and is being su- An Equal Opportunity Employer num has been steadily increasing its 
perbly equipped. It is near a large uni- output—is currently expanding its pri- 
versity staff, which can be consulted as mary ingot capacity by two-thirds. This 
needs arise, thus offering a stimulating expansion involves an investment of 
environment for progressive research } als. Such research opens vast new op- | $50,000,000. . . 
and development, In turn, this means | portunities for growth—career oppor- | Anaconda Alumium is growing, and 
attractive new openings for a variety of | tunities at Anaconda American Brass | Will become an increasingly important 
engineering talents—not only in metal- | for college graduates in all fields of en- | factor in the bright future of the bright 
lurgy, but also in chemistry, physics, | gineering, in business administration, | metal. For this it heeds people—not 
and mechanical engineering. and sales. only for its packaging laboratory and 

foil operations, but also for its other 
fabricating plants and reduction opera- 
tions. This means growing opportuni- 

TRANSDUCER PICKUP ties for metallurgists, chemical engi- 
ry ellen neers, industrial engineers, plant engi- 

neers, and system engineers. ee1zs 
pesfessseeeeon| oo A 4 ec 

rOf-===2~.bo i eat Left: Dynamic test for moms of 
1 RV ty elasticity. Oscillator changes frequency 

vanuante prquency 7 NG HHH until test bar begins to vibrate, From 
OSCILLATOR beocoeeeseesoeseoe a natural frequency shown on oscillo- 

” SUSPENDED TEST BAR IN FURNACE RESONANCE DETECTOR scope, “dynamic modulus” can be com- 

puted. 
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Isotropic steel 
fort d perf 

Isotropy is what the designer of this highly- together cumbersome wrought shapes, and he 

stressed 335-pound tractor yoke had in mind could put metal precisely where he wanted it 

when he specified cast-steel. for load-carrying ability, to avoid possible areas 

Not taken in by the shopworn “‘fiber” or ‘flow of stress concentration ... And he could choose 

line’ argument, he knew that road-building the steel composition which would give him 

equipment is subjected to shock loads of high optimum strength/cost ratio. 

magnitude—in several different directions—so Want to know more about cast-stee/? We're 

that he could not gamble with a construction offering individual students free subscriptions 

where toughness, impact and fatigue proper- to our publication “CASTEEL”...Clubs and 

ties are not uniform in all directions. bag) other groups can obtain our sound film “En- 

Cast-steel also allowed the designer of gineering Flexibility.” Write Steel Founders’ 

this tractor yoke plenty of engineering flexi- ns Society of America, Westview Towers, 21010 

bility... He didn’t have to worry about fitting Center Ridge Road, Rocky River,Ohio 44116. 
*Isotropic: Equal properties in all directions. 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

Cast-Steel 
for Engineering Flexibility 
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For the graduating Chemical Engineer, Chemist, ~~ 9-\2 ‘ % 

Mechanical Engineer, Electrical Engineer, aN Az 
— A Wwe 

wo + . . So \e Ve Civil Engineer or MBA (with technical undergraduate): a2 ee 
“e\ 2 oF \e scenes 2 \S Oe ZS 

<< ae 35% te a 

i... oe \ 2,2 
A ae ; x a L V2 “ = a 

3 OPPORTUNITIES S - — 3s ao OCU We Z A YOU'LL NEVER RUN ig — 0 NS st Be 
SHORT OF ATAMOCO = ggg eine a Ne em 

=A CE AT jo 2 \ 2.5" = x 
AVIAN ie __ _— | Wes wEND 
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oo You're looking for a job where you can put your particular . 3 a 
- | | technical talents to the test . . . one that offers good | ae 

———-— | growth potential. Take a long look at Amoco. 

a _ Amoco Chemicals Corporation was founded in 1957 as the oo 
_ SF wholly-owned petrochemical subsidiary of Standard Oil | 
r i. Company (Indiana). Amoco is a leading supplier of basic _ 
if chemical building blocks and specialized intermediates “4 

for the chemical industry. 4 
Ss Amoco is definitely a company on the grow! Because of / 

> : this, there is every opportunity for you—as a technical 
_ graduate—to move ahead with Amoco in a responsible : 

4 position for which you've been trained. . 

For instance, we now have immediate openings in Chicago 
a and Joliet, Hlinois; Houston, Texas; Decatur, Alabama; ‘ 

< 8 : Whiting and Seymour, Indiana. These positions, in plant ‘ 
operations, project engincering, research and marketing are 

3 the stepping-stones to supervisory responsibility at Amoco. 

So, be sure to consider the Amoco opportunity. Our : 2 
recruiter will visit your school 

March 16 

Contact your Engineering Placement Office NOW to : 
secure some background information on Amoco and to 
set up a definite interview time. 

Impossible to make a date with the Amoco recruiter? 
Then just drop a line to: 

W. H. Moeller 

Department CP-1 

AMOCO CHEMICALS CORPORATION a 
130 East Randolph Drive e 

Chicago, Illinois 60601 i 

CHEMICASeN AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



(LL EDITORIAL ‘= 

THE MAKINGS OF A GOOD PROFESSOR 

we makes a good professor? Is it that he knows the material, or that he 
makes his course interesting, or that he picks a good text? Those are all true, 

but there must be something more. To me, a good professor feels his subject is so 
essential that he must teach on a level for everyone’s understanding and not for 

just a smattering of “A” students. If he can do this the other qualities must follow. 

You might ask why this is worth mentioning in an editorial—after all, teach- 
ers won’t revamp their ways because of a few comments. You're perfectly right. The 
reason we bring it up is something along the lines of “a job well done deserves 
credit”. Several of the staff have been privileged to take a course from Professor 
Wu, Statistics 110, and we feel that he is one of the few professors to make us feel 

that his subject was something we had to learn. 

Professor Wu believes that basic courses must be taught for the average stu- 
dents, the “C” students, in short the majority . . . so that this majority has a firm 
basis on which to become excellent. He seems to have the feeling for the way an 
engineer thinks, Accordingly, he teaches mainly through examples that you, as an 
engineer, may someday encounter, and leaves the complicated proofs to the “A” 
students (on their own time). In short, he isn’t concerned that you can derive the 
Poisson distribution, but that you know which industrial problems can be solved 
with it... a far cry from the many proof-happy engineering basics. 

We would venture the thought that because of his theories and method of 
teaching, Professor Wu has inspired an interest in Statistics in many otherwise-bored 
students. So, going back to our original question—What makes a good Professor?— 
my answer is simply: There is no specific list of good qualities, but we of the Wis- 
consin Engineer would point to Professor Wu as our answer to the question. 

Mary €. $ 4 

= (Editor's note: Though not a common editorial subject, the? 
staff and myself felt that Prof. Wu deserved this tribute to'an 
excellent job of teaching.) 
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@ the word Career implies 

A course of continued advancement = 
you get it at Dunham-Bush 

We don't have to promise advancement oppor- our industry one of the most dynamic in the 
tunity and job security at Dunham-Bush—it’s history of man. 
built in! Interested in a career in this exciting, explod- 

Stop and consider the business we're in—air ing field? The first step is to write for our 
conditioning, refrigeration, heating—it’s a busi- brochure, ‘‘Careers at Dunham-Bush.” Next 
ness of continued advancement. The needs step is to talk to us. You'll learn that the words 
are endless—the opportunities unlimited. continued advancement are more than Web- 

In food processing and preservation alone, ster’s definition of the word CAREER. 
the need for refrigeration is never satisfied. Write Director of Technical Services, Dunham- 
And you are certainly aware of the growth of Bush, Inc., West Hartford, Conn. Plants in West 
air conditioning in stores, restaurants, hotels, Hartford, Connecticut « Michigan City, Indiana 
office buildings, supermarkets, hospitals, ware- e Marshalltown, lowa e Riverside, Calif. e 
houses—you name it. Weston, Ontario « Portsmouth, England. 
Growth opportunities like this have made 

} ; ve y MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 
REFRIGERATION « AIR CONDITIONING « HEATING EQUIPMENT 

soca ee ee " poe “ <i. , = a ee, =e 
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Which degree counts most? 

Besides a B.S., M.S., M.B.A., Ph.D.—or what have you—there We need top-notch people who can grow with us. People 

are other degrees vital to your future. The degree of imagina- who are well trained in chemistry, physics, chemical, elec- 

tion. Ambition. Responsibility. trical, or mechanical engineering, marketing or finance. 

If you have them in good measure, we know of no company — And who have that extra degree. 

better able, or more disposed, to reward them. Handsomely. Talk it over with your faculty and Placement Officer. And re- 
In terms of professional recognition, intellectually stimulating gardless of your military commitments, be sure to see our rep- 

environment, and material reward. resentative when he is on your campus. Or 

We're big. But we're still young and growing. And plan to keep —_ write to: John B. Kuhn, Manager of Uni- 

on. In 1965, for example, our sales rose 23%. To over $860 versity Recruitment, Celanese Corporation, 

million. And 516 million in the first half of ’66. 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

CELANESE 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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AU Returns by popular demand . . . 

vc | DEAN'S DESK: = ; 

Pe — 7 

™ wel ~ R e b e 1 e t e 

y i E€Sponsi1p111T1es 

da An attractive young lady recently came into 
my office, introduced herself as Mary Ingeman, 
editor of the Wisconsin Engineer, and com- 
mented that the Engineer has been doing a 

, series on the various aspects of the College of 
: a : Engineering Administration, and would I please 

DEAN RATNER write a short article about the duties and re- 
sponsibilities of my office. Well, I was doubly 
flattered and eagerly accepted Miss Ingeman’s 

invitation to write a brief article, although I wasn’t sure who would be interested 
in reading it. 

She next asked if I had a picture. Finding one that looked more like a mug 
shot than a studio photograph I handed it to her and said that this was the best 
that I could do, and hoped that it would be all right. She murmured, “Well, it 
doesn’t flatter you” (this I took to be a compliment), and then she said, “Why 
don’t Deans ever smile?” To this I had no ready reply. One that did occur to me 
was, “We do, but then students think that we are showing our fangs.” However, 
this did not seem appropriate and probably not true, so I mumbled something 
inane. Nevertheless, the question, a perfectly legitimate one, bothered me and 
made me wonder if no one else had discovered what I had when I became an 
Assistant Dean in 1964, and that is that Deans are human and much like any- 
one else. I made a similar discovery about professors when I first started teach- 
ing some 17 years ago and I was equally amazed then. 

Enough of this introspection, and on to my duties and responsibilities in the 
College of Engineering. In general, you could say that my primary responsibilities 
are for the College’s operations insofar as they relate to instruction, as differen- 
tiated from research. This means fiscal budgetary responsibilities in the areas of 
salaries, capital expenditures and supplies and expense. It means assisting in budget 
development for three or four months prior to the new fiscal year beginning July 1 
and budget control during the ensuing year. When you consider that we are talk- 
ing about 300 full and part-time academic personnel and 100 full and part-time 
classified personnel and an instruction budget that is several millions of dollars, 
you can see why this activity does consume an appreciable amount of time. 

Because of this financial responsibility, I am also assigned to various College 
of Engineering committees in which there are apt to be fiscal problems consid- 
ered, among these are the building committees. Probably my contributions to the 
various committees are not monumental, but the meetings are time-consuming and 
part of the job. Some “concrete” evidence of the building committees’ activities



will soon be seen in our parking lot when construction begins in May on the addi- 
tion to the Minerals and Metals Engineering building and later in the spring on 
the Engineering Research building. 

With regard to student-related activities, I teach one course, so I have this 
contact with students. In addition, as a Dean I have the opportunity to see stu- 
dents who have a variety of problems—personal, academic, and otherwise. These 
contacts are valued by Deans because at this point one is operating at the inter- 
face between the student’s present life and his later life and career, and this is the 
time when the Dean can make a significant contribution to a student’s future. 

Another service of this Dean’s office is the administration of the College of 
Engineering student loan funds. Usually the funds have been established from con- 
tributions in memory of a particular individual. The most recent fund established 
was the Dan Drescher Loan Fund, an Electrical Engineering student who was 
fatally injured in a tragic accident last summer. Loans made from these funds 
have few restrictions. If repaid by their due date, the loans are interest free. For 
most of them there is no scholastic requirement and no waiting period. Because 
the total value of the funds is relatively small, loans are for short terms (3-6 
months; in exceptional situations one year) and for relatively small amounts ($250 
the usual maximum). The fact that we loaned almost twice the total value of the 
funds for each of the past two years shows the need for this type of fund and the 
use that is made of it. 

Finally, I come to an activity in the College of Engineering which is my re- 
sponsibility insofar as a faculty adviser can be responsible: the Engineering Ex- 
position, to be held this year April 7-9. As you may know this tremendous un- 
dertaking is completely planned and executed by College of Engineering students 
with selected members of the faculty as advisers. As advisers we more or less sit 
on the sidelines until our assistance is needed or wanted and then at the end we 
are privileged to share in the reflected glory of the students who have made the 
Exposition a success, as it always is. In the process of assisting we share also 
the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the many fine students who 
have made the Exposition a success, the Executive Committee for the Exposition 
and the many student exhibitors and committeemen. 

The idea for the Exposition evolved from the annual feud over St. Pat’s occu- 
pation—was he an engineer or a lawyer? When the contests between the two 
claimants of St. Pat began to get out of hand, the engineers decided to use their 
talents in a more constructive celebration; the result was the 1940 Engineering 
Exposition. A second Exposition was presented in 1941. Then came World War 
II and a temporary end to Exposition plans. 

Under the sponsorship of the Polygon Board, the Expositions were resumed 
in 1953 on a triennial basis with the last being held in March of 1965. The prin- 
cipal purpose of the Exposition is to provide the public with a better understand- 
ing of the rapidly-developing field of engineering and by so doing to provide en- 
couragement and enlightenment for the development of future engineers. Second- 
arily the Exposition also serves to inform other students and faculty within the 
University of what is being done in the College of Engineering. After the last 
Exposition, the student committee that planned it decided that interest in the Ex- 
position was so great and technology changing so rapidly that the Exposition 
should be held more often—every other year rather than every third year. 

The general chairman for the 1967 Exposition is Dick Schwarte. On his com- 
mittee are: Jeff Flack, John Strader, Wayne Miller, James Ferrell, John Foltz, 
Elric Saaski and Dick Friede. If you want to know more about the Exposition 
or want to help in some way, contact any of the foregoing or contact me. The 

| Exposition deserves the support of every engineering student and faculty member, 
please stop in and discuss it with me. 
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dimensions in opportunity 
Solid growth, sound diversifications, and emphasis on individual devel- 

opment at PPG are dimensions worth considering by the engineering 

graduate seeking opportunity. 

Engineering graduates at all degree levels find immediate challenge 

and long-range growth opportunity in Research and Development, Man- 

ufacturing, and staff engineering departments at PPG. This variety of 

fields and the diversity of PPG’s Glass, Chemical, Fiber Glass, and Coat- 

ings and Resins Divisions means a breadth of career openings rivaled 

by few. 

Individually tailored on-the-job training, educational assistance, a 

dynamic management development program, and a firm policy of promo- 

tion-from-within, provide avenues of personal and professional growth 

for you. 

Through careful selection, placement, and a well-planned program 

of individual development, PPG employs engineers to help meet today’s 

challenges and provide managerial leadership for the future. If you think 

you can grow and contribute in this environment, see your Placement 

Officer for the date PPG’s representatives will visit your campus or write to: 

Manager, College Relations, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, One Gate- 

way Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Fifty years ago we only made ‘aeroplanes’ e 

9 ° 
(See what’s happening now!) 

4a 

(i et 
afin New Boeing 747 

oy 

Be 

ie 

at _ 

oe | | Pia \ 4 ie Boeing-Vertol Helicopter 

] aocing Supersonic NASA Lumar Orbiter fai, i hig = Sie =- 
Transport design = BON 3 _ 

La yn t uN USN Hydrofoil Patrol Craft 

pea eh ae ee eo, 

Boeing 727 Trijet ss ' 

; : Boeing 737 Twinjet 

NASA Saturn V 

In 1916 The Boeing Company’s career _ aerospace technology. Or you might want helping to create something unique— 

was launched on the wings of a small sea- _ to get in on the ground floor ofapioneer- while building a solid career. See your 

plane. Its top speed was 75 mph. ing new project. college placement office or write directly 

Now, half a century later, we can. help You'll work in small groups where ini- to: Mr. T. J. Johnston, The Boeing Com- 

you launch your career inthe dynamicen- __tiative and ability get maximumexposure. _ pany, P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Wash. 98124. 

vironment of jet airplanes, spacecraft, mis- And if you desire an advanced degree and _ Boeing is an equal opportunity employer. 
siles, rockets, helicopters, orevenseacraft. qualify, Boeing will help you financially 

Pick your spot in applied research, de- _ with its Graduate Study Program at lead- 
sign, test, manufacturing, service or facil- ing universities and colleges near com= SSOTIEMN br cle @ 

ities engineering, or computer technology. — pany lac ities. ivisions:. “ommercia ; pane : issilte ¢ 

You can become part of a Boeing pro- Often it will be sheer hard work. But we ilormaton Der wichita . Aico Boeing 
gram-in-being, at the leading edge of — think you'll want it that way when you’re — Scientific Research Laboratories 
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THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

offers you a challenging civilian career with: 

IB The world’s foremost and largest engineering organiza- 
tion in the construction field, pioneering new and advanced 
engineering practices and concepts. 

fc 

e An organization whose work embraces virtually the 
aN entire range of modern engineering in the construction field. 

BY Projects include research into basic science, engineering investi- 
, 2) AN gations and regional planning; design, construction, operations, 

oY wey N b maintenance, and management of hydro-electric power dams, 

}} 1 Sug 1) flood control facilities, harbors and navigable streams; design, 
—*" 1\; —— construction and maintenance of family housing, runways, 

a Dd /D- i \ hangars, roadways, hospitals, and nuclear power installations; 
———~ WN and construction of intercontinental ballistic missile and space 
a launching sites. In addition are the allied fields of cartography. 

geodesy, mathematics, and engineer intelligence. 

I An organization that recognizes each engineer as an 
individual, providing well-rounded career development programs 

/ I\ with on-the-job training; courses at government expense in 

i "eH colleges, universities, and seminars as necessary to assure steady 

emo A a | Fe progression to top professional and managerial levels; encourage- 
oe eee U4 ly ob ment and assistance in attaining professional registration and 
emery eT (Ee f-|[ : NP recognition; and an opportunity to win national and international 
rie a ts fife ~ IS: awards 

Sater B i / Si . 
Sutin be ww al “so 
eel a) i SANS GI 

5 Heel (Mes Pom Ny WH An organization with offices and projects in nearly every 
SA i a. U —- ames ty one of the 50 States and in many foreign countries that 
— oil p ian encourages employees to further their development by accepting 

f new and challenging assignments. 

I An organization which provides excellent rates of pay 
—~ N —~ . ey with liberal fringe benefits, including generous retirement annuity, 

a Y a Som ee ies complete health and life insurance coverage, paid vacation leave, 

" RAW Wo ab ae oP iio > military training leave with pay, generous sick leave; and special 
ryhy NN i ete 7. a pay awards for outstanding performance and suggestions that 

* ‘} ) oo improve operating efficiency. 
® : : + Aly 
aN r ie Uy / , 

sU wa | (aes se yy : If you're thinking this all too good to be true, you're 
Soy ‘{ WT ag = < | wrong! All of the above is available to you in a civilian engineer 

\ ny Ph ||} B fi aX career with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. If you are inter- 

SX |) 2 ae re fi, ested, you can get further information from the Chief of Engi- 
muy er NY —” neers, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 20315. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

WRITE FOR AN ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE “YOUR CAREER.” 
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theory on the human line 
By GRANT BELL 

A B C D 

ARRIVAL SERVICING 
QUEUE DEPARTURE 

SOURCE SYSTEM 

Figure 2 Block Diagram of a Single-channel System. 

VERYONE experiences con- Queueing theory provides a distributions used to describe 
E gestion at one time or an- premise for calculating the amount movement into and within the sys- 

other. Whether it is when — of congestion for many different tem. While we will be working 
waiting at a supermarket checkout systems. It is a modelling process with the negative exponential, a 
counter or in making a deposit at — wherein each system is set up as a —_— more advanced distribution such as 
a crowded bank, we must queue, mathematical model to be solved the Gamma could be used. 
or line up, to be served, analytically. This model is as close The Gamma _ distribution re- 

This waiting time is wasted time, an approximation to the real world quires its own development of the 
yet to eliminate it completely as its assumptions will allow. effectiveness parameters which are 
would obviously require an infinite One recognizes that as the com- entirely separate from the ones de- 
number of service facilities. Queue- _ plexity of the system grows, so do veloped here for the negative ex- 

the assumptions made in describ- __ponential distribution. They are 
ing its operation. It is evident, then, more involved than the parameters 
that a simple, very general, model we will develop, but the more in- 

f(t) will apply better to a small system volved distribution is available for 
than to a more complicated one. the higher degrees of accuracy of 
Therefore, we use the general solution, 
model as a simulation for the . 

t — >a simple system and a first approxi- Single-Channel Queues 
mation for the complex system. The simplest form of queueing 

bie cEabataen Geena If the model's conclusions are not — model is the single-channel queue- 
, . indicative of the actual operating ing system. Here there is a waiting 

characteristics of the complex sys- line and service facility which is 
ing theory, or the theory of waiting tem, then a more specific, more independent of any others. This is 
lines, is intended to help maximize costly model is set up. The more — shown in Figure 2. For a specific 
the efficiency of a system by show- complex models will not be dis- system, the time period between 
ing how well the customers fit the cussed here, though it is sufficient arrivals (Block A) must be formu- 
service facility. to mention that they sometimes lated mathematically. The fre- 

Since queueing theory is less employ a unique form of mathe- quency distribution of servicing 
than ten years old, not many _ matics called, quite appropriately, time (Block C) must also be 
people outside the field of Opera- the Q-calculus. known. We will see later how in an 
tions Research have much knowl- Also dependent on the complex- _ actual situation a fitting analytical 
edge of it. This article is intended ity of the model, and the desired description of interarrival time and 
to be an introduction to the theory accuracy of the solution, is the — service time is the negative ex- 
of queueing. form of the arrival and servicing _ ponential distribution: 
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F(t) =1—e™ for t=0. (This includes zero individuals). do not wait at all. To find the av- 
The associated density function is | These must be processed before he erage waiting time for those who 
f(t) = Ae, which integrates to is served. Therefore his waiting | must wait we see that 
F(t). time is W = 0-ProbINn 

‘ = O-Prob[{No one 
By convention, the probability {number in the system] X - u Someone 

tay ae a s A : naimentifl in the system] + } being { 
distribution of interarrival times is [service time]. * served 

oe " : W*-Prob 
called Ae, and the probability From this we can conclude that 
distribution of servicing times is the average waiting time is = O-P, + W* (1—p,) 
ne“ where » is called the inter- 
arrival rate and y is the servicing 
rate. Their ratio is called the serv- 
icing factor: r 

a 7 \ 
= p= servicing factor \ 

¥ 

where p < 1. DN rt 
The stipulation that p is less than f(t) > f(t) = de 
one is needed because otherwise oe 
the waiting line would grow to in- 
finite length. 

Measures of Operational as _ 
Effectiveness 

\ first consideration is the level t (minutes) 00 
of congestion that the system at- . 

tains. One parameter to measure Figure 3 The Negative Exponential Function 
this is the average number of in- Characteristic to Queueing Theory. 
dividuals in the system T, 

po Pe 

Li=yp: {average number in the system] x where P, probability that there is 
For a single-channel service sys- {average service time] no one in the system. 
tem the number of individuals be- 

ing serviced, S, is cither one or Table 1. Measures of Operational Effectiveness for the Single- 
zero. Since the system is empty channel system. 

with the probability P, = 1 — p, 
servicing is being done with ¢ he » interarrival rate 

probability 1 (1 = p) = pe - op EE 
Therefore, the average number be- ; 
ing serviced is S = p, Bi Service rate 

2 : = Servici ‘actor 
Then it follows from poe servicing factor 

P= SQ T =! number in the system 
that l—p _ aan 

p e pe , Q= 1 p=] Q =. number in the queue 
p p bmp ne: — 

All of these measures of opera- S§ = » number being serviced 
tional effectiveness (T, 5, Q) have isis Sac cai einai gsc a = 
been concerned with average num- we T waiting time 
bers of individuals. Sometimes one - Be 
would like to know the time a cus- we = WwW waiting time for person who 
tomer spends in waiting for serv- op must wait 
ice. Two measures of this are: 

1. Average waiting time, W 

2. Average waiting time for a or ; Wwe= Ww _ W _ 

person who must wait, W° W ={[T]x yl _ T 1—P, p 

—_— : : ° Ved I average waiting time 
The difference in these is that : a >rvici . 

sometimes upon arrival the cus- W = number of individuals in _~ Ne faotor , ie Pp arriy minty i the system rhese measures of operational 
or s the system ec é a : : OMET NES Lae iSy mpl number serviced perminute __¢ffectiveness can be illustrated by 

he does not have to wait. ‘ an example: 
7 = minutes of waiting time. . : . 

When a customer enters the sys- ' s ating time Arrivals at a phone booth are 
tem, he finds a number of indi- The average waiting time per in- considered to be Poisson, with an 
viduals already waiting for service. dividual includes customers who (continued on page 27) 
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You can go forward, go fast, go FIELD ENGINEERING ENGINEERING WRITING far....at Hughes Field Service @ = £—— CIN NGS 
Support Division. The Field Engineer's job ranges Specialists in printed communica- 

If you are seeking a stimulating from complete contractor mainte- tions convert complex engineering 
assignment where you can get inon nance of electronic systems to tech- data into simple, accurate, illus- 
the ground floor of the rapidly-ex- nical assistance. His primary func- trated support publications, includ- 
panding aerospace/electronics field, tion is to help the customer become ing technical manuals, orders, bro- 
capitalize immediately on your bacle. self-sufficient. Responsibilities in- chures, sales proposals, etc. Fields 
ground and training, and progress clude: providing maintenance, oper- of interest include: digital comput- 
quickly toward your eaieer goals — ational and technical assistance; for- ers, digital and voice communica- 
Hughes Field Service & Support mal and informal on-the-job training; tions systems... and many others. 
Division in Southern California will logistic assistance and the investi- Requires a B.S. degree in E.E. or 
welcome your inquiry. gation and solution of equipment Physics. 

Ss f fi f problems experienced in the field. 
fet ome. a ml current fields of Domestic and overseas field assign- 
interest include: ments are available. Requirements CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

DESIGN ENGINEERING include: B.S. degree in E.E. or Phys- 
ooo o_~Ssies and experience with military fire March 1 

Openings exist for Electrical and control, radar or communications 
| Mechanical Design Engineers in the systems. 

development of Trainers & Simufa- |§ For additional information on the 
tors and in the design of checkout TECHNICAL TRAINING career opportunities available at and test equipment for large missile Hughes Technical Training pre- Hughes Aircraft Company—and to 
ang aerospace systems. These re- pares both civilian and military per- make arrangements for a personal 
sponsible positions require interest sonnel to efficiently operate and | interview appointment with repre- and/or experience in such design maintain advanced electronic sys- | Sentatives of our Technical Staff, 
areas as: analog circuits, digital tems. Technical Instructors conduct please contact your College Place- 
logic, switch/relay logic, electrome- training classes at Hughes California ment Office or write: Mr. B. P. 
chanical packaging, infrared testing, sites and domestic field locations Ramstack, Hughes Aircraft Com- 

| inertial guidance and Command/ ; : uo pany, P.O. Box 90515, Los An- | Contral i R iit and work directly with customers to eles, Calif. 90009 
| i taal aS “" ed chai ! ee evolve special training devices, plan gelees . . 

wi Include all phases of develop-  feig training programs and prepare 
ment from concept to final fabrica- courses for use at customer bases. tion and evaluation. B.S. degree iS Requirements include: B.S. degree 

required in E.E., M.E. or Physics. in E.E. or Physics and experience in 
preparing and presenting technical 
electronics material in the classroom 
and laboratory. 

| | | HUGHES | 
~-----------------4 

FIELD SERVICE & SUPPORT DIV. 

An equal opportunity employer 

U.S. citizenship required 
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oe - , move ahead fast 
, . a | 

a ...so can you! 

How do you make coin material — without silver — that 
a vending machine can’t tell from a conventional 
silver quarter? How do you make a piece of wire with the 

TI ALSO MOVES AHEAD FAST electrical conductivity of copper and the tensile 
IN... strength of steel? How can you provide a wearing surface 

equivalent to diamond at a small fraction of the price? 

a Col These are the kinds of material problems you might work 
i J) on at Texas Instruments. Materials scientists solve 

— A : problems like these by cladding dissimilar metals 
4 Aes oe together to form a new material that has properties 

LORS ee “oi unattainable with any monolithic alloy. Applied to such 
(a | is a products as thermostats and controls, TI metallurgical 
“see e 4 e skills solve problems like knowing when to turn off 
—_——s es i cele your coffee pot or when to stop a large industrial motor. 

SPACE SYSTEMS ce MICROELECTRONIC RADAR ica Creative skills in materials and many other 

? —- at / ne technologies have helped TI double in size about 
be ® . -aAG OF 4 every three years for the past two decades. You might be 

_ aan ee We interested in other TI technologies, a few of which 
4 or Ae gt oe Sa are illustrated here. All have as a common bond a 

- aes bi pi 4 te Lame high level of innovation... by creative people working 
a | ae : in a creative environment. TI’s growth and diversity 

Gore oe S offer exceptional opportunities for outstanding college 
— hs ee graduates at all degree levels and in many 
a Sees ia ms disciplines. For information about metallurgical 
oe ae pees . materials at Texas Instruments — or any other 

7 is technology illustrated here — write Jack Troster, 

Ri “7 eG a indicating your area of interest. To obtain 

| is ee ‘SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS information about current professional openings, 
4 | a i a consult your college placement director, or 

Ore — f | i send your confidential resume to Jack Troster, 

A * iy Rl od _ .* Dept. C-482, P. O. Box 5474, Dallas, Texas 75222. 
atl x. : a , A 1 ortunit loyer. SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS pee lear nm equal opportunity employer 

er Pa a EXAS INSTRUMENTS 
eres cae INCORPORATED 

SIGNAL PROCESSING COHERENT OPTICS 
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With a name 
like General Electric 

who'd expect the 
largest single group 
among our researchers 
to be those 
holding chemical 
Cae eerie tae 
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THERE'S A REVOLUTION (ET) 

Stop for a minute and think about the — designing tools and specifying equip- 
supersonic revolution in air travel that | ment requirements, designing plant 
will take place in 1971. Then give some __layouts—all demanding activities. Not : 
more thought to the revolution itself. “ivory tower’ problems, but rewarding 
The new jets and the speeds they will in equal measure, for you'll see your 
travel. The passenger and freight termi- ideas in action. ‘ 
nals that must be expanded to handle Begin to see what we have to offer? 
the huge loads that will descend from The next generation of jets can fur- 
the giant transports. ther speed your TWA career. And as 

Where does TWA fit into this revolu- you move ahead, you'll soon see that 
tion? Leading the innovators. We were __ time isn’t all that flies. : 
the first airline to order U.S.-built BS and MS degree candidates in 
supersonic transports when they were —_ mechanical, electrical, aeronautical and 
still on the drawing boards. Our new _ industrial engineering are invited to 
fully automated cargo terminals are al- arrange for campus appointments 
ready planned to circle the globe. through their placement office, or write 

Be a part of this revolution, and make _ directly to Mr. C. S. Loughran. 
a contribution to the dynamic changes 
under way right now. fj e Trans World Airlines 

Right from the beginning, you'll be 605 Third Avenue 
thrown into hardware-oriented engi- | New York, New York 10016 
neering in many ways tougher than its _ An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F) 
design and research cousins. Problems 2a 
like analyzing stresses in aircraft struc- 
tures, evaluating power plant and 
aircraft performance, developing new 
maintenance and overhaul procedures, SZ 
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University students after of pollutants from power plants 
will be considered in the remain- 

years of soot covered snows, der of this article. 
speak out against eee Methods of Removing Gaseous 

PAUL M. KRONBERG Pollutants 
Many methods exist for remov- 

IR pollution receives the daily ing gaseous pollutants from the 
Ay stocton of the news media, flue gas of a power house. The 

and much of the blame for problem at this time is not so 
this increasing nuisance has been much getting the contamination 
placed on coal-burning power out of the flue gas as finding a way 
plants. Unfortunately, the justifica- A to do it economically, 
tion for this blame is not well Sulfur Oxides. Removal of sulfur founded. Automobiles, coal and oil from the coal before burning is 
home furnaces, incinerators and the most logical first step towards other “insignificant” contributors to controlling the emission of sulfur the problem produce far more con- oxides from the flue gases, and 
taminating substances than power this method has been attempted in 
plants on a basis of pollution per many instances. The sulfur found unit of fuel used. Statistics show in coal, however, is of two types: 
that less than 6% of all pollution R pyritic or free sulfur, and bonded 

originates from power plant instal- sulfur, intimately associated with 
lations. the carbon atoms. 

Air pollution has been shown to Pyritic sulfur found embedded 
be detrimental to human health, in layers between the carbonaceous 
harmful to the growth of vege- ous material can be rather easily 
tation, and corrosive and dirtying removed by crushing the coal and 
to the surroundings. Thus, the p passing the pulverized mixture 
need for control of pollutants en- through an air separator. The finely 
tering our atmosphere is obvious. broken sulfur is removed along 

Pollutants from power plants with some of the finest carbon 
buming coal are essentially of two 0 particles. The disadvantages of this 
types: gaseous and _ particulate. method are the loss of desirable 
Prime components of the gaseous fuel and the fact that the remain- 
contaminants are sulfur dioxide, ing fuel is pulverized. For cyclone nitrogen dioxide, and, to a lesser burning boiler furnaces, pulverized 
extent, carbon monoixide. Particu- coal is very desirable, but for the 
late matter is emitted in the form stoker type of furnace, the pulver- 
of flyash, small cinders, or, in gen- ized coal cannot be handled or 
eral, dusts. burned satisfactorily, 

The gaseous pollutants men- [ reanieally-bonded sulfar dp ‘ a coal is much more difficult to re- tioned form acidic vapors when } he itic sulf he 
mixed with the water vapor formed moves that tne BYMHG: $8 ur T © 
in combustion and the natural wa- method of removal _ incorporates ter vapor of the air, These acid UJ rather drastic chemical reaction 
vapors are known to be corrosive processes in an effort to break the 
to buildin ateviale and paints very strong sulfur-carbon bonds. 

coe me s | ba The ess i ite complex and and, in large concentrations, to rhe PIOCSS 18 “Tu : P mankind. T very costly in comparison to other 
methods of dealing with the over- 

Particulate matter yields the all sulfur pollution problem and common problem of dirty sur- will therefore receive no further roundings. As the solid particles discussion here. 
precipitate from the atmosphere, | Industrial groups in Europe 
laundry, autos, draperies, ete., be- (particularly Germany) have ex- 
come rapidly soiled. perimented with several new 

These then are the problems as- methods of removing gaseous sul- 
sociated with pollution from coal- 0 fur oxides from the flue gases of 
fired power plants and all other power houses. In the Reinluft 
sources of atmospheric contamina- process, flue gases at approximately 
tion. The need for corrective ac- 300° F are fed upward through a 
tion is obvious, and the problem of bed of activate charcoal. Sulfur 
removing or reducing the emission trioxide (the stable sulfur oxide at 
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AIR POLLUTION 
this temperature) is adsorbed by The process is dependent on the — propriate sulfur-removal equip- 
the charcoal bed as the flue gas is adsorption of sulfur oxides on al- ment. 
cooled to nearly 220° F. At this kalized alumina, which occurs at das a Ty 
lower temperature the sulfur di- approximately 625°F. The alumina Ssranen oniled, a removal of 

oxide present is oxidized to sulfur is then regenerated with producer mntEogen Glades from ue ae tas 
trioxide, and it then combines with gas, or reformed natural gas, in a a bey seam wee with 

the water vapor in the flue gas to second vessel at a temperature of ae a me SS oabk Sa teel 
form dilute sulfuric acid. 1200° F, Regenerator product gas a Deeb 1 SAUTE pro i a ect: 

The charcoal, laden with the sul- is then fed to a sulfur recovery ae on a oe app Ys bee 
furic acid, is then fed to a regener- plant where elemental sulfur is the same disadvantages. It has 
mba salen aimee va ce been shown, however, that the con- 
tO we ‘thé sulfuric acid is produced as a salable by-product. tribution of nitrogen oxides from 
vaporized by product gas at 700 TI il 1: Ce . ihée ace oal-fi = 
F. The dissociated acid vapors re- oP ot plant for this process coaltined powerplants ta: the pol- 

act with some of the carbon inher- s being used to study optimum lution problemi is quite me 

ently present in the absorbent to conditions for time and tempera- aineaat, Hoy its Teusihs UNE ido- 

form a concentrated mixture of cure of operation for both the ad- velopmient ts i DFOBress for aad 

sulfur dioxide and carbon dioxide. sorption and regeneration cycles. processes and nitrogen oxides will 

These gases are then passed to a The main advantages of the proc- ot be eae Seta, 
conventional contact acid plant — €8 appear to be the low pressure 4 ; 
where sulfuric acid is produced at drop across the adsorbent, the very Methods of Removing Particulate 
a concentration of approximately high temperature of operation and Pollutants 

seventy percent. the production of the elemental The most obvious pollution 

Two commercial installations of sulfur. problem is that of particulate mat- 
this Reinluft process are presently Older methods of sulfur oxide ter, for it can usually be seen read- 
under construction in Germany, removal almost invariably con- ily in the vicinity of a power 
and the by-product sulfuric acid is sisted of some type of scrubbing house, and the effects of particulate 
expected to be sold commercially of flue gases. Solutions used for  ™atter in the air are readily felt 
in an effort to amortize the initial the scrubbing ranged from water financially through increased clean- 

equipment costs and the operating to various chemical solutions, some ing costs. Particulate pollution is 
and maintenance costs of the of a very exotic nature. Although interpreted by most laymen as the 
process, some of these processes are still in entire source of the pollution prob- 

An outgrowth of another Euro- — US they are being phased out due lem, Irut dis intexpretation is far 
pean process is under development t@ the several complications from aatind 
by the Pennsylvania Electric Com- involved. Particulate matter can be 
pany. This catalytic sulfur oxide Primary disadvantages of scrub- grouped into Eye categories on: the 
removal process also yields sul- bers are the cooling effects on the basis Ge partials Sie Matter ten) 
furic acid of nearly seventy per- flue gases, the supersaturated — WUCTONS In size when introduced 9 
cent concentration as a salable by- plume emitted from the smoke ie Ai ts essentially m2 8 pete 
product. The chemistry of the — stack, the reduced bouyancy of the nent suspension. These particles 
process is quite involved and will gases and the relative ineffective- then, do not settle out of the air, 
not be treated here; however, sev- ness of lowering local sulfur oxide but remain airborne to form haze 

eral problems are being  investi- pollution concentrations. Although Or’ SMOE, and present the most 
gated with a pilot plant operation. a large percentage of the sulfur difficulty to a pollution control 

The purpose of the pilot plant is oxides are removed by the proc- system. * i 
to determine limiting conditions of  ¢sses, the saturated plume and re- The larger-sized particles, on the 

the process and to obtain an eco- duced bouyancy cause the remain- other hand, tend to settle out of 

nomic evaluation of the process for ing oxides to stratify near the the air, and the larger the particle, 
the power industry. A deactivating ground in the immediate area of the faster this precipitation occurs. 

effect of flue gas on the absorbent, the power plant. Thus, while over- As the velocity of the plume de- 

along with fouling problems due all pollution problems are im- Skeets above the smoke stack, the 
to particulate matter in the flue proved the problem on a_ local particles begin traveling with the 

gas stream, is being studied, In ad- basis is not improved, and in many prevailing air currents, eventually 
dition, reaction rates, pressure cases has been found to worsen. settling out of the air in the vicin- 

losses, and acid removal methods These then are the primary a of the Dative Plant. These pat: 

are being closely checked in order methods of handling sulfur-caused ROS are 3S ° ae easy fo sea 
to make appropriate data available air pollution. Other methods exist from flue Bases. The problem arises 
for sizing of the necessary process but most are merely modifications in disposing of the ash particles 

paaaeaeee "Tht . > they hav en c , equipment. This data should be of these processes, or ineffective in?" they have been collected. 
available within the near future. controlling the problem, An. opti- Control in the boiler furnace. 

A third new process for eliminat- mum solution is not available at | Two methods exist for reducing 
ing sulfur oxides from flue gas — this time, and much more research the amount of particulate (flyash) 
emissions has been developed and and experimentation will be neces- emission from the boiler furnace 
placed in pilot plant operation by sary before adequate data are itself. Probably the most elemen- 
the United States Bureau of Mines. available for installation of ap- tary method involves selection of 
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a properly sized coal. In general, | motion and causing the particles __ filter “bags” installed in  compart- 
the smaller the coal size, the to be forced to the outer radius of | ments. The individual bags are 
greater the flyash problem will be. the container, while the gases are usually one to two feet in diameter 
It would appear from this state- free to traverse axialy through the and approximately thirty feet im 

ment that the solution would be _ rotating device. Flyash is then col- _ length. The problems of high tem- 
to burn larger sizes of coal. How- lected at the outer limit of the  Perature operation were recently 
ever, to obtain efficient combustion _ precipitating device by means of eliminated with the development of 
and to reduce gaseous emissions it small openings in the outer wall or a siliconized al as-liber cloth which 
is necessary to increase the surface by gravity collection at the bottom 2 en of Me igesin ae hoth “ 
area of the coal to be burned by _ of the device. These filters operate the ve vapors a tHe wow 508: 2nd 
decreasing the size. The smallest fairly efficiently for large sized fly- © Bas temperatures an the range 8 SIZG. s s ys y 8 y of 500°F. The addition of alkaline 
size in which coal is used, and, ash (in excess of fifty microns), additives further improves the air 
therefore, the most efficient com- but the overall efficiency is gen- pollution control capabilities of the 
bustion, is obtained from the cy- erally less than 75 or 80 percent. process by removing the acidic va- 
clone furnaces which burn a finely The various filtering methods pors and the associated sulfur ox- 
powdered coal. used for the removal of flyash all ides from the flue gases. Thus, this 

No one size of coal is best for depend on a low velocity pass of process seems to be a_high-efli- 
all boiler furnaces. Thus the pro- the flue gases through a_ finely ciency, all-purpose solution to the 
per coal size depends on the fuel woven fabric. The particles carried problem of air pollution. 
feed system (i.e, stoker, chain by the gas at high velocity are Experience with pilot plant op- 
grate, pneumatic, etc.) and the allowed to precipitate and the erations indicates that while the 
size of the furnace. smaller particles are trapped by filterhouse must be very large, and 

The second method of reducing the fabric fibers. The greatest the filters must be cleaned very 
the flyash problem in the furnace problem associated with the fabric frequently (every thirty minutes 
is to introduce only part of the filtering material is the large pres- for one pilot plant operation) the 
required air for combustion below Sure drop across the filter and the results obtained are quite signifi- 
the fire bed. This reduces the ve- _‘apid increase in presure drop as cant. 
locity of the air through the bed the fabric becomes bound with the A filter ratio is defined for bag 
and thus reduces the amount of ash particles. Frequent cleaning of filterhouse design as the cubic feet 
ash lifted from the fire bed into the fabric is necessary, and_ this per minute of flue gas to be filtered 
the furnace gases. Since the com- _ Cleaning is ‘hampered by moisture divided by the square feet of filter- 
bustion will be incomplete at this in the gases collecting on the ing fabric. Recommended designs 
stage, the remainder of the re- fabric. This tends to cake the par- indicate that the filtering system 
quired air for combustion is intro- _ ticulate matter on the fabric, mak- should be set up with a filter ratio 
duced above the furnace fuel bed. ing drastic vibration or reverse air o¢ 3:1, but that operation should 
This air must be added at rela- flow necessary for adequate he maintained at a filter ratio of 
tively low velocity for the same leaning. 1:1 to reduce cleaning frequency 
reasons as indicated for the air Early fabrics could not with- and difficulty. , 
through the fuel bed. The combus- stand the acidic vapors in the flue A further advantage of the bag 
tion is then completed above the gases or the repeated cleaning op- filterhouse is that . ceciable fuel bed and the combustion area erations. In addition, the charac- quantities of water wane aie Cot. 
in the furnace is increased. Slightly teristic high temperature of the densed. in the filter nee “these 
lower combustion efficiency results, gases during the filtering process vay ors may. cause a visible linia 
but the flyash reduction can be Jed to rapid degradation of the which aay ented x Ne a ; 4 is interpreted as pollution 
considerable, filter, The required size of the by the layman, removal of the wa- 

Control in the ducts and smoke ©@tly filtering devices necessary to ter eliminates this situation and 
stack. Again, two basic methods neds the gas flow velocity was 2 thus can improve community pub- may be defined for removal of fly- ae miting ctor in ST lic relations considerably. 
ash in the ducting between the on ic nology has alleviate Of the same efficiency as the 
furnace and the smoke stack and ‘his problem to a large extent. filterhouse, the electronic precipi- 
from the smoke stack. Scrubbing Of all the filtering processes in _ tator has been used very frequently 
processes have the same limita- use today, two are considered to in series with previously mentioned 
tions that were indicated for the be the most desirable and efficient. mechanical precipitators. The ef- 
gaseous vapor scrubbers, and will The filterhouse method using flue fect is to get the large flyash out of 
therefore not be discussed. Vari- gas additives and the electronic the effluent stream before the elec- 
ous filtering methods have been  precipitator both offer flyash re- tronic precipitator removes the 
employed for flyash removal, and moval efficiencies of greater than smaller particles. The electronic 
filtering processes appear to be the 99% when properly sized. This is device has the best effect on 
best solution to the flyash problem. _ well in excess of the accepted in- smaller particles and can remove 

Cyclone, centrifugal, and ven- dustrial standard of 95 percent fly- much of the flyash in the ten 
turi filters are all constructed from ash removal for tolerable pollution. micron and less sizes. 

the same principle, that of accel- The bag filterhouse method of The principle of operation in- 
erating these particles in a rotary flyash_ removal uses many large volves passing the flue gases 
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through an electrically charged _ pollution emission and type of pol- consulted and industry must con- 
grid to impart a negative charge to lutant must be known. If flyash is form. 
the flyash particles. The gases the important problem, one would Prevailing wind directions can 
move upward toward positively not choose a system to remove gas- _be either a great benefit or a total 
charged plates where the electronic cous matter. hindrance to a_ pollution-control 
attractions precipitate the particles The problem of the required ef- system. Assuming a prevailing 
on the plates. Frequent cleaning is fectiveness demands additional westerly wind, a plant located on 
required, however, and the opera- consideration. The cost of pollution the east side of a population center 
tional costs are quite high. Power control equipment will eventually with relatively little population to 
consumption is thirty to fifty kilo- | come from the public, whether it the east would need to worry very 
watts per hour of direct current for be in the form of taxes for govern- _ little about complaints of pollution. 
an average installation. Insulated mental operations or increased In areas of relatively stable wind 
heaters must be placed in the gas prices from commercial plants or direction this factor has been used 
stream ahead of the electronic pre- both. to good advantage. The reverse sit- 
cipitator to raise the temperature What, then, constitutes the de- uation, with prevailing winds from 
of the effluent above the dew point gree of control required? There are the west and the plant located on 
and thus prevent arcing between many factors, including population the western boundary of a popula- 
the grid and the plates. Tempera- of the area affected, other industry tion center would demand that the 
tures must be kept thirty-five to in the area, local laws governing plant employ highly effective pol- 
fifty degrees Fahrenheit above the pollution, and the prevailing wind lution control equipment. 
effluent dew point. directions. Large population cen- Obtainable by-products and their 

ters will generally have a high de- value. The elemental sulfur and 
Basis for Choice of Pollution gree of pollution from various — seventy percent concentration sul- 

Control Methods sources and thus the additional furic acid from the sulfur oxide 
Types of pollutants and required contribution from a specific power- control processes are obviously 

removal effectiveness. To design house must be limited. Similar salable by-products. The flyash col- 
air pollution control equipment, as reasons dictate extremely effective lected by the mechanical filtering 
to design any other kind of equip- control in localities harboring many devices has also been found salable 
ment, conditions of use must be industrial plants. Local laws gov- in certain areas of the country. 

known. The particle sizes, rate of erning pollution control must be (continued on page 34) 
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WITH ELECTRICITY, BECAUSE-We generate it, transform It, relay it, arrest It, meter It, 

distribute it, control it, use It; IN MATERIAL HANDLING, BECAUSE -we lift It, swing It, 

stack it, hoist it, lower It, truck it, load it, pile it, move it, clamp It; WITH MINING 

AND METALS, BECAUSE-we blast it, strip It, crush it, screen it, grind It, pump It, 

ball it, heat it, ship it; WITH PETROLEUM RUBBER CHEMICALS BECAUSE-Wwe pump It, 

grind it, suspend It, compact it, blend it, dry it, compress it, burn tt, cool It; 

WITH WATER AND SEWAGE, BECAUSE-we pump It, settle it, filter it, conserve It, 

aerate It, treat It, control it, distribute it, store it; IN AGRICULTURE, BECAUSE-We 

plow it, sow It, Hail it, grind it, till it, bale it, slice it, feed it, thresh It, mix It. 

pack It, Ship it; WITH PULP AND PAPER, BECAUSE-we strip it, fell it, pile it, pulp It 

cook It, iron it, treat it, stretch It, coat it, make It; IN CONSTRUCTION, BECAUSE-Wwe 

push it, load it, pound it, scrape It, haul it, pile it, change it, dig It, pack it, move It. 

Lo 

c Q N IP E D : S Oe 
wy i 

Va 4 

“tage” Xb Mi 
Opportunities available for all engineering graduates emphasizing ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL and 
INDUSTRIAL backgrounds. Also, unexcelled opportunities for business administration graduates. 

MANAGER COLLEGE RELATIONS or visit your Campus 

\ WHS Ue aiect ALLIS-CHALMERS Placement Office to 

BOX 512 make an appointment 

a MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 with our representative. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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“Sewers built with Dickey Coupling Pipe 

ilt...1 f h id for.” stay built...long after they are paid for. 

“Any contractor has to make a profit to stay in busi- Mr. Lechtenberg is right .. . Dickey Coupling Pipe 
ness. But, he can go out of business while he’s is the finest material available for sanitary sewers. 
making a profit (for lack of work) if he doesn’t doa It can’t rust, rot, corrode or disintegrate. It handles 
good job and use quality material. That's why | use any kind of normal wastes. . . residential or indus- 
Dickey Coupling Pipe. It’s the one sure way to build trial. The Coupling, like the pipe, is resistant to acids, 
durable sewers and make a profit, too. This pipe in alkalis, solvents, gases and micro-organisms nor- 
the ground, is out of sight—out of mind.” mally found in sewers. 

Vic Lechtenberg said this . . . and he said more. Be sure to select Dickey Coupling Pipe. It takes the 
“Taxpayers certainly don’t want to pay for doing the gamble out of sewer construction. 
job all over again in 10 to 15 years because the pipe 
failed. As far as I'm concerned, there’s only one way 
to avoid this. = ICKE ¥ sanitary glazed clay pipe 

Build sewers with the kind of pipe you people make W. S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. 
... Clay. And that new urethane Coupling you've BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA + FT. DODGE, IOWA « KANSAS CITY, 
come out with is the finest factory-made joint I’ve MISSOURI + MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI ¢ ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
ever worked with.” SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS » TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS 

If it’s made of clay it’s good... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better 
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9 You don’t have to be an 

with International Harvester we need talented graduates with many varied 
backgrounds. We not only make the go-anywhere International Scout, illustrated; but we’re in a broad range of 

industries from agriculture to aerospace. We’re big in earthmoving equipment, even bigger in motor trucks. 

We’re an important steel producer. We fabricate metals for rockets, missiles and jet aircraft. All this in addition 

to being a leading farm equipment producer. 

You bet we need agricultural engineers. But we also need mechanical, industrial, metallurgical, general, 

| civil and electrical engineers with many diverse interests in machines. At IH the product is POWER. Providing 

mechanical power for an endless variety of jobs is what International Harvester is all about. POWER is a two- 

: billion-dollar-a-year business with us. We offer you a chance to be a vital part. We provide you with an ideal 

combination of opportunity, responsibility and individual treatment. Think about POWER. Think about IH. 

a a » 1s ee _— . 

3 . * ’ oP . = —— 

aad ~ “ee a a 

comeeuaee oe -. me (Te me - pf ae 5 “gs iy . 

lin, 

International Harvester puts power in your hands 
Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH representative when | 

he visits your campus. Or write directly to the Supervisor of College Relations, ) 
International Harvester Company, 401 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. | 
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SOPHISTICATION IN APPROACH, 

Creative scientists and engineers with advanced degrees are invited to investigate career opportunities with one of the 
nation’s foremost research and technical service organizations 

Booz, Allen Applied Research has en- sign and Development—Chemical Mar- joyed conspicuous success in solving keting Research—Synthetic Resins— complex, non-routine problems and de- Protective Coatings — Detergents — Or- veloping new products and processes ganic Synthesis — Physical Testing — for industry, government and the armed Chemical Analysis—Food Technology— forces. So much success, in fact, that Cosmetics—New Product Development. 
we are ds wae a (ey talent to meet We seek creative scientists and engi- new and st greater challenges. in: neers with advanced degrees—individ- APPLIED RESEARCH AND uals with a bent for both the practical ANALYSIS and the theoretical, who can come to Operations Research — Operations grips with projects which freely cross Analysis — Systems Analysis — Applied disciplinary boundaries. 
Mathematics — Mathematical Analysis What do we offer in return? A con- 
Z Statistical Analysis — Environmental stant flow of diversified, intellectually Analysis — Communication Studies — stimulating assignments, which you Technical Program Planning — Reliabil- may pursue individually and/or as a 'ty — Computer Applications. member of interdependent teams. At- PRODUCT DESIGN AND tractive remuneration and broad career DEVELOPMENT benefits including encouragement of 
Electronic and Mechanical Product De- @dvanced study. A wholly professional velopment — Industrial Design —Com- Working environment combining the mercial Service Products and Equip- best elements of the industrial and the ment academic. Most important, a future . limited only by the bounds of your own CHEMICAL TESTING AND capabilities. For further information, DEVELOPMENT please send your resume to Mr. Robert Problem Solving in Chemistry—Bac- Flint, Director of Professional Appoint- teriology — Toxicology — Pilot Plant De- ments. 

BOOZ-+ALLEN APPLIED RESEARCH inc. 
135 South LaSatle Street, Chicago, IIlinols 60603, 

New York * Washington « Cleveland « Chicago * Kansas City * Los Angeles 
An equal opportunity employer (M&F) 
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QUEUEING THEORY cnet om se 
average time of ten minutes be- 
tween arrivals. The length of a 

phone call is assumed to be ex- ARRIVALS QUEUE }>} COMPUTER DEPARTURES 
ponentially distributed with a 

mean of three minutes. Figure 5 Block Diagram of the Engineering Computer 

(a) What is the probability that Laboratory as a Queueing System. 

a person arriving at the 
booth will have to wait? 

minutes from the original 10 min- channel system is shown in Figure 
P (waiting) = 1—P (no one ute interarrival time. 4. With this model in mind, the 

in the system) . same parameters of operational ef- 
aoe He = 1—P, Multiple-Channel Queues fectiveness as for the single-chan- 

SMICG: ih = Ps Up to this point we have con- nel system can be found. 
P (waiting) = p sidered service facilities which Another model used is where 

_ handle only one person at a time. the service facilities offer different 
~ There are many systems which can services for a specific population, 

— 1/10 Table 2. Summary Data of the Computer Laboratory Queue. 
~ 3/10 
= 0.3 

ARRIVALS: 
(b) What is the average length minute time periods 

of the queue? [O| 1| 2/3) 4/5|6|7/8|9/ 10/11 | 12] 13| 14] 15) 
° (0.3)? |8|12]10|8|3|/2]/3]/2/1[1] 3] O| O| Of 2] Of 

Q= lp 07, observations in each period 

= 0.13 persons SERVICE: 

(ce) The telephone company will ; ona minute time periods / 
install a second booth when |_0| 1] 2|3]4|5|6|7|8)9| 10| 
convinced that an arrival [14|15]11)/4/5|1/2/2]0/0] 1) 
would expect to have to wait observations in each period 
(on the average) three min- 

; utes for the phone. By how 
much must the flow of arri- | _20t be successfully modelled this as in maintenance analysis. This is 
vals be increased to justify Way. For example, automobiles ar- an extension of the multiple-chan- 
a second booth? riving at the toll gate entrance to nel system where the customers 

| a super highway have the choice form separate queues for each type 
| W= T = P/A—p ~ 7 of many service channels. One can __ of service involved. 

Bb Bb p(p—>) realize the difference in queueing While there are models which 
= 3. minutes between this and the situation closely approximate many types of 

where each booth at the gate is real systems, these can not be dealt 
Therefore, \ = 1/6 or interarrival considered as a separate facility, A | with to any degree of reality un- 

time would have to increase to 6 block diagram of the multiple- (continued on page 30) 

SERVICE 

CHANNEL 
I 

SERVICE 
CHANNEL 

2 

ARRIVALS QUEUE DEPARTURES 

SERVICE 

CHANNEL 
K 

Figure 4 Block Diagram of a Multiple-channel System. 
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Continued 

of ilit d ial busi 

pr id ing 

f | h | | | or virtually every technical talent. 
Emin LEE ie 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS 
of your life, we suggest you consider career oppor- | | | | | | 

tunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone PROJECTED GROWTH e 

else, we offer all of the usual ‘‘fringe’’ benefits, in- 

cluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education d 

Program. But, far more important to you and your fu- Z 
ture, is the wide-open opportunity for professional 2 

growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record & 
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace $ Geconb Ge Sikailiey 
technology. = a ie ae 

8 (No dip in technical population 
= for the last quarter 

. 7 . z f 
And make no mistake about it... you'll get a solid 5 seen? 
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our e 

nation’s economic growth and to its national defense 
as well. F 

1938. 1942 1946 1950 1954 1958 1962 1966 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN- 

ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures 6», Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at 
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI- f Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer 
CAL ENGINEERING e ENGINEERING MECHANICS, og exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta- 

—— bility—where engineers and scientists are recognized as 

SNGINESRING PHYSES, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and the major reason for the Company’s continued success. 

For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION— 
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, 

Connecticut 06108. SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

KL 
SH Oy 

Vong 

‘ U Pratt & Whitney Aircraft mses or ures Senarr conn 
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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QUEUEING THEORY  oontinued jrom page 27) 
less the arrival and servicing rates After seeing how closely the ac- Latest Uses for Queueing Theory 
can be closely approximated. tual points come to what we Out of the need for speed of 

To show, that in an actual situ- ieee they should ee we val operation and complexity of the 
ation, the arrival and service rates ‘fee ne Dalameters of operations: models, digital computer tech- 
actually do follow the Poisson CHCCUIVENESS: niques have been developed, and 
function, study was made of the With stock programs have been written 
Engineering Computing Labora- d= 0.28 for very large systems. 

ay wae © Servicing as sing/le- we = 0.50 A program simulating airport op- 
‘ . WE.g8e eration as a queueing model has 
Arrival rate was recorded for 50 » recently been devised by B. L. 

consecutive customers while, their p= _ 0.56 Marks and described in Operations 
time on the computer was also Research Quarterly, He has taken 
logged which is shown in Table 2. w- T = p/l—p a large airport and modelled it in 

From Table 2 Boos 5 Be / an extremely realistic manner. His 
‘ , = 4.0 minutes program includes provisions for 

1 X interarrival times p? (0.56)? the effects of emergency landings, 
\ “number of observations Q= ‘l—p =~ 044~ changes in weather conditions, and 

201 = 1.87 persons. differences in operation when vari- 
= ZL, = 3.6 minutes/student ous sizes of airplanes are served. 

56 With this information, a decision . 
\ = 0.28 students per minute ar- maker has a good idea of the sit- The technique used to model 

rival rate. uation and what changes may have __ this airport could be used in the 
to be made. Possibly a waiting queueing of auto traffic. It is not 

LL. X service times ; time of 214 minutes is uneconom- inconceivable that in the future 
number of observations ical, so that an additional com- Whole cities of traffic flow may be 
110 , puter may have to be secured. He simulated in the same way as this 

= 55 =2 minutes/student is probably best able to justify his airport. In this manner, changes in 
decision to management with these arterial routing can be included to 

n = 0.50 students per minute serv- conclusions of queueing theory. study the effect on traffic flow. 

ree rate. Convincing management of your Actually, the speed of operation 
These data are plotted in Figures 6 conclusions is probably the most acquired through the use of the 
and 6, along with Xe and we, — powerful use for queueing theory. _ digital computer in simulation has 
to show how closely the observa- With these models, and others opened the door to queueing mod- 
tions come to falling on the line of | where appropriate, the real system els which are beyond conception 
the function used to model the — can be illustrated by its measures today. _4 
system, of operational effectiveness. if 

W” wn 
za 2 

S S 
= E 12 
= fe £20 . = observations wW 10 = observations o n 
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oO . °o 8 
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Figure 6 Distribution of Interarrival Figure 7 Distribution of Servicing 
Times. Times. 
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| Lots of people do. Some right on your 
: ' campus. And for rationale, they point 

pater : an accusing finger at business and say 
: it lacks “social commitment.” 

:. Social commitment? We wish they 
: ; could visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, 

J where we make cable and apparatus 
/ for your Bell telephone company. But 

. 7; we have time for other thoughts, other 
a i - talents. 

COIN = Like the situation in nearby Newark. 
~~ , With civic and business leaders, we » = — began buzzing with ideas. “Let’s teach 

; ™ oF LAS higher skills to some of the un-em- 
A ves ployed and under-employed. Say, ma- 

| _ . oe chine shop practice. They could quali- 
| BON fy for jobs that are going begging—and 

| | Oy help themselves as well.” 
VU We lent our tool-and-die shop, eve- 

2 nings. We found volunteer instructors. 
| A community group screened appli- 

cants. Another supplied hand tools. The 
Boys Club donated classroom facilities. 

Another company sent more instructors. 
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their in- 

centive? Self-improvement. Results to 
date? New people at better jobs. Hap- 
pier. 

And this is only one of dozens of 
\“B a a pel nse! procs at Western Ele: 

tric plants across the country, where 
usiness 1S for our first job is making communications 

a Vs equipment for the Bell System. 

t e ix si So, you don’t give up ideals when 
you graduate. If anything, at a com- 
pany like, say, Western Electric, you 

Wh 9 add to them. And it’s not just a theory. 
oO says sO a It’s practice. Satisfying. Come on and 

find out. And watch a feathered cliche 
fly out the window. 

Western Electric 
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
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Sundstrand systems setve a world in motion ; ' ; 

Lo rr 

4 . i -_— 2 oor Ee a Fa 
a semanateeaeratoomaantc N= . a od ~~ . ue! ee ae 4 

a io ta a es ‘J 
5 ‘ - ‘ 4 > j 

: i f / : ry : i 

liane The challenge of supersonic transport 
q ee ot) at Sundstrand includes development of Take off on SST 

Se iy = a broad range of projects. Constant 
oe ee 7 A 

ee a speed drive systems, hydromechanical at Sundstrand 
cee / CS ll transmission systems to convert vari- 

ZAG é co ~~ able jet engine speed to constant speed 
Se requirements of a-c electrical generat- 

ors; hydraulic pumps, for functional 
flight control service actuation; acces- 

sory drive systems, sophisticated trans- 

missions to supply power for various 
aircraft accessories. 

Sundstrand offers excellent career 
opportunities. Sundstrand engineers 

work on a variety of projects under 
excellent working conditions, enjoy 

definite project responsibility and fol- 
low-through. Our consistent emphasis 

on engineering results in a sizable in- 
vestment in research and develop- 

ment; when completed in 1967, our 

multimillion-dollar, 88-acre R&D center 
in Rockford, Illinois, will provide an 
additional 400,000 square feet for new 

product development, project manage- 

ment and testing. We employ nearly 
6000 people, enjoy approximately $100 

million annual sales—a medium-sized 

Positions now open in the company, on the move. Now that you know something about 

following areas: Consider a career at Sundstrand. SST, us, how about letting us know ae : ’ . 9 
High-performance small turbine design TO eertiae cidomes pattie something about you 

ena iu . 7 ' Talk with the Sundstrand Employment Hydraul mp development DEERE REIND SSEeoP : solid-state electronics, isotope power Manager when he visits your campus on 
Vehicle transmission design for space vehicles, computer program- March 16. 

Industrial engineering ming, petrochemical handling, hydro- 
Metallurgy static transmissions for Or, send your resume in confidence to 

Electronic packaging | Yenyle propulsion” {hese ____|_ SUNDSTRAND PERSONNEL CENTER 
Test equipment | fields we investigate. SHOID 1401 28rd Avenue, Rockford, III. 61101 

. Application engineering Join us! a A An equal opportunity employer . 
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Although graphic communications of 

all kinds is our business, making ideas 
matter is our main concern. Since this 

encompasses every alphabet, numeri- 

cal system and other graphic means 
known to man, the possibilities are 

endless. 

For example, LDX (Long Distance 

Engineers/Scientists Xerography) has already begun to 

demonstrate its immense potential as 

a graphic way to put any idea across 

p . ’ continents or oceans . . . in seconds 
ee. : Ps ! j and with great fidelity. 

ro SO oa Pa We think it likely that LDX will do for 
: : oe os, : hr _ - ‘ facsimile transmission and reproduc- 

| So < : ia tion what our 914 copier did for office 

he a : o ,* copying. Revolutionize it. 

ey A And, we expect that, as with the 
a eS oe (Ey, it : cay i y 2) 914, the revolution will come quietly. 

bo Boe ey (Ce 5 : i Suddenly a world of people will have 

on ee ol ae ee - ready access to documents that can 
Oe fie _ . >. Sic a : help bridge the communications gap. 

ae y | cab = eo ce ce é To press this revolution forward we 
‘ ‘ 0 ee ok ee are concentrating on exciting corol- 

er It > es: ‘ha: 4. OR lary concepts like 3-dimensional 
| ‘Mend OV fe / » ay imaging, color xerography and the 

iver a 61 “ee - Ay global transmission of images through 
Y nes “ea SS 4 : : + , AY computer systems. 

3 i [iS : aw : But even as we extend ourselves to 

TB S CU : explore and develop the potentialities 

: re i of LDX-type systems—such as may 
ey ; 66 ae 4 E } __| Print the morning paper at your break- 

ye, be Os oN ——_ fast table some day — we’re simultane- 

ey gy 4 ll ae —™ ously giving a lot of thought to a range 
y Via o | ~ <n ©) of related possibilities. Not least is the 

1) (4 PC Se creation of potent, low cost educa- 
4 f - - 1a A tional concepts and techniques. 

(4 — =r 2 ~ Your degree in Engineering, Sci- 
: re ence, Statistics or Mathematics can 

_ qualify you for some intriguing open- 
ings at Xerox, in fundamental and 

Is there hope for 26 applied research, engineering, manu- 

of the world’s am programming and market- 

most misunderstood See your Placement Director or 

write directly to Mr. Stephen G. Craw- 
characters * ford, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 

1540, Rochester, New York 14603. An 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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AIR POLLUTION (continued from page 22) 

Flyash is primarily useful as a Analysis of Available Methods placed in operation. Analysis of the 
filler in various construction mate- of Pollution Control Southern Illinois coal burned fol- 
rials. The ash waste of the power Present pollution control meth- lows: 

plant is sold to concrete producers ods are costly to install and to op- Ultimate Analysis 
to be used in manufacturing light- erate, and the ability to eliminate Southern Illinois Coal Percent 
weight concrete, lightweight brick, these costs is non-existent in most Carbon. __ 68.5 
concrete block, and_ bituminous applications. The methods under Hydrogen. ae 
concrete and asphalt. In addition, development at this time show Suifur. — 2:0 
abrasives can be made from the promise for an economical solution fap solid. ae 
flyash, binder for highway bases to the pollution control problem, saliva nets 
are made, and soil conditioners can _ but the development of these proc- Total. 100.0 
be developed from the pollution esses for commercial-size installa- . ; . 
clements removed from the power _ tions is not in the near future. _Using this data, it can be pre- 
plant effluent. The United States Additional research is necessary iotad thest Me plant anid est ccecaoees eatin oe ; mum capacity is producing Bureau of Mines is presently inves- for both pollution control processes . : ‘ Bean : eighteen tons of flyash, twenty- tigating the use of flyash as a coag- _ and for new and better uses for the . . : : : . . : seven tons of solid ash and burn- ulating agent for water treatment by-products. The United States Bu- ing nine tons of sulfur per day. 
systems, reau of Mines is presently sponsor- Considering the necessary produc- 

Thus, the products of pollution Tr ee eh an rs a tion rates to provide a market for 
control can be sold in some in- | hard. or s iS el ee the by-product sulfuric acid or the 
stances to help defray the installa- siete dete i evi tron i flyash, these supply rates do not in- 
tion and operation costs of control : & a Ustiia. aleas 470% ne dicate any economic advantage to : _ 5 ; air, But, response to the plea has he found by salvaging the possible equipment. Before selecting 2 been slow in coming. The Clean products, 
method or methods of air pollution Air Act passed recently by Con- a ; 
control on the basis of salable by- gress may provide the necessary . The present boilers cannot uti- 
products, however, a thorough in- impetus for extensive work on the lize pulverized coal due to the 
vestigation must be made to re- air pollution control dilemma stoker and grate equipment. There- ‘ . . . : fore, removal of sulfur before burn- veal the production rates of these ; : t be eliminated ; i 
materials and the local market de- University of Wisconsin Heating ie og e afar avd as i sore mand for them. Plant. The new power house of the oe ne sultur oxide pollution 

University of Wisconsin has three — Problem. 
Installation and operation costs. Babcock-Wilcox boilers, and a The remaining choices, then, are 

Initial equipment and installation fourth boiler from the same manu- mechanical dust. collectors similar 
costs for a typical coal-fired power — facturer is being installed at this to those now in use, electrostatic 
house are shown below on a per _ time. The pollution control equip- _ precipitators, scrubbers, or filtering 
kilowatt of capacity basis for the | ™ment now consists of four Ameri- devices. Since the expected effi- 
various pollution control processes. can Blower two-stage cyclone dust ciency of eighty to ninety percent 
Annual operational costs are shown collectors. Expected efficiency of for mechanical dust collectors is so ; these collectors as published by the close to the efficiency already ob- on the same basis. cee _ . mat . manufacturer is ninety-three per- served for the present dust  re- 

Annwal cent; however, data from the moval system, further investment 
Iniual Operating power house superintendent, Mr. in this type of equipment would 

reat per est per R. F. Warock, places the actual ef- not be practical, Also, since the 
Capacity Capacity ficiency near eighty percent. The __ electrical power for the University ; (approxi- (approxi- remainder of the flyash dust is dis- is purchased from the Madison Gas 

Proce mate)  “paate) charged through the smoke stack and Electric Company, installation 
Reinluft $20.00 $4.00 with the sulfur oxides. of electronic precipitators would Pennsylvania / >9.00 >-10 As might be expected from the ieteae, ie utility ul for the 
Bureau of Mines 11.00 2.75 performance data above, com- y on F the operating. costs, ee Blectrovie: Pracipl. plaints of dust, odors and corro. nition the costs of obtaining and 

tators 10.00 -80 sion are numerous. Since the start- installing the <duipment, would Mechical Filters 8:00 260 up of the new plant in 1958, the then be prohibitive. 
Bag Hilterhouse 19.00 100 only corrective measure taken to As_ previously noted, scrubbers 

reduce the pollution was to employ _ yield many undesirable plume It should be noted that all costs the over-fire air as previously de- characteristics and some increased shown are approximate and that scribed. The effects of this have pollution problems. These devices 
the costs for a given installation been negligible. then, will not be considered for the may be expected to vary consider- Peak consumption for the plant heating plant. 
ably from the data shown. By-prod- jg expected to be approximately The only remaining solution uct value must, of course, be evalu- four hundred and fifty tons of coal — which appears to be feasible is the ated for cach marketing situation per day or nearly nineteen tons per bag filterhouse system. While in- and power plant capacity. hour when the fourth boiler is  stallation costs are high, operating 
34 
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costs are lower than like costs of | of power plants using methods — day requires about 800,000 pounds 

most systems, and thus, the system __ yielding salable by-products shows _ of steam, using 40 tons of coal. 

appears to be the most economi- that profit from the control of pol- The mechanical equipment for 
cally sound. lution is non-existent at this time. this plant was originally the prop- 

The only help derived from by- erty of the Hudson Division of 
Recommendations for the University products is a slight reduction in American Motors, in Detroit, Mich- 

of Wisconsin Heating Plant operating costs. igan. It was purchased by the Uni- 

In deciding on a method of air Industry and governmental re- versity in 1957 when American Mo- 

pollution control for the University, searchers, therefore, are attempting tors suspended its Detroit opera- 

it must be realized that the prestige _ to find new and better means of air _ tions. The equipment was initially 
of the school is a predominant fac- _ pollution control. Their success or installed for American Motors in 

tor. Since research work for air pol- _ failure is dependent upon public — 1953. 

lution control and support for air approval and support. The elimina- The total cost of dismantling the 
pollution programs are coming — tion of the pollution problem in pant in Detroit and re-erecting it 
from the University, it cannot settle this country can most readily be jn Madison was $2,501,360. This 
for a second rate control for its accomplished by informing the did not include the cost of the land, 
own facilities. The University must public of pollution sources and site preparation and the piping 

educate by example, and this will methods of eliminating these many necessary to connect the new plant 
be a deciding factor in the equip- “small” contributions to the over- to the steam distributional system. 
ment choice. The problem then, is all problem. Once the public is s : ‘ 

: : ai team is generated with 3-Bab- 
to remove pollutants and not neces- fully aware of the causes of air cock and Wile In inli 
sarily to do this as economically as _ pollution, the country will be well bol a The . two-d nomot SOE 
possible. on its way toward eliminating this in ers: © boilers have 9228 

so problem, square feet of heating surface, the 

ae Biter house can rch economizers on each boiler have 
vides the excep 1lonal control whic: . . 5, : 2 Si re . ing ae 

the University desires. The added University of Wisconsin Department at square fect oo ons 
advantage of this system is the re- of Buildings and Grounds Steam “ x a . . 

ge S. syster er Generating Plant and Pumpin pounds per hour but they are ca- 
moval of the sulfur oxides as well ° rater Ping pable of short-period overloads to 
as the fine dusts which pass the 120,000 pounds per hour. This 
mechanical filters. This equipment The University of Wisconsin gives a total capacity of 360,000 
can be expected to improve the Steam Generating plant is located pounds per hour. The guaranteed 
dust collection efficiency to ninety- in the block bounded by Charter, efficiency of these boilers is 85.3%. 
nine plus percent and to remove Mills, Dayton and Spring Streets. The boilers are equipped witl 

essentially all of the sulfur oxides The plant supplies steam for all of © powers are equipped With 
from the smoke stack gases he heati th i ds two methods for blowdown. One is 

gases, the heating and hot water demands 4 continuous blowdown and _ the 
The present method of ash dis- for about 170 campus buildings, in other ig manual. Daily blowdown is 

posal (trucking to areas for fill) addition to the steam required for regulated according to concentra- 
should continue to be used unless a __ the various laboratories, sterilizers, tion of dissolved solids as deter- 
buyer for the limited amount of — cooking equipment, clothes dryers, mined by test. The blowdown dis- 
ash can be found. The acidic na- stills and dishwashers. The Me- charge is into a vented, selfclean- 

ture of the ash, however, makes its chanical Engineering Department ing catch basin, from which it goes 

desirability as a salable product uses an appreciable amount of to the sewer. 

doubtful. steam for testing purposes in en- Forced and induced draft is sup- 
As the discharge rate of gases gines and turbines. The Pumping plied by American Blower fans, 

for the plant will be approximately Station pumps most of the lake driven by Elliott turbines. The 
three hundred thousand standard water with steam-turbine driven overfire air fans are driven by elec- 
cubic feet per minute (scfm), the | pumps. It is estimated that during tric motors. Each boiler has an in- 
size of the installation should be the heating season, 70% of the dividual glass lined steel stack. The 
one hundred sixty thousand square steam is required for heating, with _ outlet of the stacks is about 105 
feet of filter. The estimated values the remainder required for miscel- _ feet above grade. Stokers are West- 
were obtained by using recom- _ laneous purposes. inghouse Electric Company (now 
mended data given by A. E. Gos- Steam is generated at 600 psig merged with Detroit Stoker Com- 

selin, Jr. The estimated cost for the and 70°F, A typical winter day any), 10,450 pound-per-hour coal. 
equipment and installation is wil] require production of about The boilers are equipped with 
roughly six hundred thousand dol- —_4.g90,000 pounds of steam to sat- American blower 2-stage cyclone 
lars, while operating costs should isfy the demands, and in the proc- dust collectors having an expected 

be nearly forty thousand dollars — g¢¢ will consume 250 tons of coal. ficiency of 93%, 
DEE Years The peak daily coal consumption The coal burned is a bituminous 

These cost figures indicate was recorded January 10, 1962, at 12,500 Btu per pound. At present 

clearly the reason for industry’s 310.4 tons of coal. Steam produc- —_ 1962, it is estimated that it will 

objection to legislated air pollution tion on this day was 5,247,000 take 50,000 tons of coal per year to 

programs at this time. Experience pounds. Even an average summer _ fulfill steam demands. Cost of coal 
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pETHEEHEY 1” et eh 
STPEL DICK WAY, RESEARCH ENGINEER 

M.E., Lafayette College '63 

Theyre on the move 
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ahaa ag. = t Have you heard ab I th ities f ineer | Seis Ln << : ave you heard about all the opportunities for engineers | ss . 

and other technical graduates at Bethlehem Steel? You'll lade : : B 
find a great deal more information in our booklet, “Careers Ee | , a 

‘ x : aig wv : ae with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can obtain ; aS a; 4 gan 
a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a postcard to x oe (> 4 aut 

. , = 2 an Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, as imma Jt a 
Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. ed ane 
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PROPOSED FILTRATION SYSTEM SURROUNDING THE SMOKE STACK 

is $8.87 per ton delivered on track. The coal handling system includes the 175 psi drives is to the low 

The stockpile contains 15,000 tons. | an underbunker conveyor, Fair- pressure steam line that serves the 

This is about a 45 day supply of _ field, by means of which, coal from —_ campus. This pressure is main- 

coal during peak demands. any part of the bunker may be tained between 5-10 psig. 

The plants’ coal handling system transferred to any boiler. This The piping system consists of a 

consists of a double railroad track gives full utilization of the bunker —_ conduit that joins the new plant to 

into the plant site. However, there capacity to any boiler. It also re- a valve room located directly in 

is only a track hopper on one track. — moves coal from any “dead” spots front of the Service Building on 

A second hopper, called a reclaim in the bunker so as to reduce the —_ University Avenue. The steam lines 

hopper, is located in the storage possibility of fires due to spontane- _ leaving the plant are 20” and 18” 

yard to facilitate moving coal from — ous combustion in the coal. The for the low and high pressure 

the pile directly into the conveying coal handling system includes two steam lines, respectively. Conden- 

system. Ordinarily, coal is unloaded car pullers and one car shaker. sate is returned in an 8” stainless 

directly from the railroad car into An automatic vacuum ash con- steel condensate return line, There 

the trackhopper. The coal is con-  veyor removes collected flyash, as is also a 3” high pressure air line, 

veyed from the hopper on a belt well as bottom ash to a storage bin. 90 psi. In front of the Service 

conveyor, and a bucket elevator to Here a rotary, dustless, unloader __ building the distribution system be- 

the top of the plant and into the discharges it to trucks for final dis- | comes a loop system branching out 

coal bunkers. The coal conveying position. The vacuum conveyor is from the old plant in East and 

equipment has a capacity of 75 made by United Conveyor Com- West tunnels traversing approxi- 

tons per hour. The bunkers have a pany with a capacity of 15 tons of mately 2 miles of tunnels and 4 ad- 

capacity of 900 tons of coal. ash per hour. ditional miles of conduit. The prin- 

Coal is fed by gravity from the The boiler feed pump turbines cipal pipes in the tunnels are the 

bunkers through Richardson coal and large turbine generator and 170 psig main steam line, the 10 

scales. The scales self dumping and _ the Worthington turbine driven air _ psig heating line, the condensate 

recording for each 200 pounds, The — compressor use steam at 600 psi. return line, and the compressed air 

coal is then directed to each stoker The remainder of the auxiliaries line. The return lines have booster 

by means of distributing hoppers. use steam at 175 psi. Exhaust from pumps installed in the buildings or 
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3 Subways aren’t for sleeping. Alertness counts in the underground 
2 world of city transit systems. Move quickly, stay awake, and 
& be careful. 

3 A robbery, an accident, a train breakdown can cause panic. 
2 Today, with Motorola's 2-way transit radio systems, help is just 
S a button push away. 

2 Subway police can now wear Handie-Talkie portable radios on 
e their Sam Browne belts—speaker on the shoulder strap close 
S to the ear, hands free. Trouble on a train? Word is flashed from 
z Control Center to the nearest patrolman. He’s there when the 
= train pulls in. ‘ 
5 Problems? In rush hour, some subways run as many es ee P ° as 120, ten-car trains spaced at two-minute intervals. af El oS 
3 Delay, jam-up, too many sardines trying to get in a 
2 one car? When the train is equipped with Motorola comes 
= Transit Dispatcher Radios, the motorman advises . = the trainmaster. Adjustments are made; other ff HES seas 
2 trains notified.  . a 

° Safety, speed, and security—all part of | eile, 
up-to-date transit system communications and = Bymoronor | 
part of Motorola's efforts to help get people — F ‘ 
where they want to go. Closed circuit TV and - avid 
radio keep traffic flowing through city tunnels. > 
Motrac 2-way radios route cabs and busses. i 
Special radio systems for railroads get iw 
important messages through. a 

On the go? Comforting, isn’t it, when Motorola’s along for < 
the ride. 

TRUST THIS EMBLEM (AA) wscneven YOU FIND IT 
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in some cases building groups forc- A furnace draft controller operates second stage heater and pumped 
ing the condensate back to the independently of the other con- _ into the boilers. 

feedwater system where it com-  trollers, maintaining the draft at In addition a Worthington non- 
prises 87% to 92% of the feed. Pipes the desited! value for: maximum condensing turbine drives a 300 
in the tunnels have an expansion combustion efficiency. KVA, 3 phase, 60 cycle, generator 
joint every 150 feet, gate valves j . . that supplies emergency power for 
every block to isolate sections, Water for boiler feed is supplied all the electric drives in the steam 
ygany 200 a wens, and about from at? lake water main in Char- generating station. The starting of 

a sin conduits which ter Street. This water is about 186 this unit will be controlled from 
serve individual buildings or ppm hardness. There is across con- the panel board with the steam 
groups of buildings. Typical instal- nection to the city distributional valve operated with a direct cur- 

lation of this type are the take-off system but this is not a solid con- rent motor, operated from emer- 
ne if paseo oe Ot nection and would require about gency batteries. 

al which uses about 3% of the total one hour to install. As a general 
steam produced. The branch lines rule the water pressure in the Plant Description of University 

return. In addition to the steam plant but Pooster pumps are ~~ The University Pumping Station 
piping, the tunnels are crossed by sta fo raise thespressure an case is located on Lake Mendota sev- 
city water mains, lake water mains ‘*_}S insnlitalet. ha water is eral hundred feet west of Park 
and also contain electrical conduit, treated in a hot-limmszecitite system Street, From this building is 
telephone lines, and a drainage sys- with 125 gpm _ of outlet capacity. pumped 60% of the total water 
tem. Sump pumps are located at The zeolite softeners are in dupli- used on the campus. This is an aye 
regularly-spaced intervals and cate so one can be in service while erage daily consumption of 1.5 

emergency use, steam siphons have the other is regenerated. Make-up million gallons with an annual total 
been installed. In each branch of | Water constitutes 87-20% depending — of 660 million gallons. 

the high pressure line going into on losses in the plant and on the In the fall of 1959 a new intake 
the East and West tunnels there campus. The return water is re- was constructed into Lake Men- 

has been installed a motor oper- turned to the plant to a hot well. dota. This is a 24” diameter con- 
ated quick-closing valve which can __ It is mixed with make-up water in crete that exends 600 feet into the 
be closed in 15 seconds. the deaerating heater, heated in a _lake. 4 

V 

casting also helps to make parts stronger. 

Metal components tolerate loads better 

if they are designed to distribute stresses 

efficiently. Sharp corners or other abrupt 

sectional changes tend to restrict the 

uniform distribution of these stresses. 

The corner thus becomes a logical site 

HH of fatigue failure. In a casting, it is a sim- 

ple matter to round out corners, blend 

. sections and taper connecting members 

O ne of the outsta nd I Ng adva ntages to achieve a design which will distribute 

é stresses. 

of Malleable | ron Ca stings The illustration shows how stresses ‘‘set 

up’”’ at sharp corners. A much smoother 

Casting is the simplest and most direct would be prohibitively expensive to pro- transfer of stresses was achieved when 

way of creating form and shape with metal. duce by any method other than casting. this part was switched to a Malleable 

Casting offers almost unlimited freedom By using the casting process for economy, casting (shown on the right). 

to the designer. A cast design is not re- as 

stricted by sizes or shapes of mill stock, Mahe Ally, 

accessibility of tools, withdrawal allow- Am 3 i. nal a 

ances for dies, or other limitations. ci i eb i ‘ ee <a) > 

Complex shapes, interior cavities, and % i Se a ~~ E> 
streamlined contours, which would be gg terre ous Nh 5 Fi | “Se a - > 
difficult or impossible to create with other 2 aa . a. 
methods, are simple with a casting. and Malleable iron for strength and ducti- (4 Yrroaseoason own 

For instance, consider the complexity lity; Hes?) clamps: combing service and / | [ 

ofcreating the dozens of teeth, lugs, holes valle: Ly 

and collars on this pipe repair clamp. It The design freedom made possible by 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING <> 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 °UNcens sacle 
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A good prof's classes are quickly filled, because students get more for their effort 
and time. As a student, you go where your interest and abilities are applied to best 
advantage. Choose your employer the same way. 

Your opportunities for increased responsibilities and rewards will be greatest in 
an expanding company of an expanding industry. Alcoa, leader of the aluminum 
industry, offers such opportunities. But that’s just one reason why many out- 
standing graduates join us. Professional fulfillment and excellent starting 
salaries are others. 

We employ engineers, scientists, mathematicians, business administrators, 
English majors, economists, journalists and others. Join the change for the 
better with Alcoa. Write to: Manager of Professional Employment, Aluminum 
Company of America, 1601-B, Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Step right into the picture on a research project in Dp started in boilers and steam generation, 

photo-elastic stress analysis. Or into the design of one of then moved on to atomic power stations, nuclear marine 

the biggest nuclear power plants to be built in America. propulsion, refractories, specialty steel, computers and 

Tomorrow, who knows? You could be on the B&W _ control systems, closed circuit TV and specialty machine 

team that launches an entirely new product. tools. (We still make the best boiler in America.) 
We're big enough ($480 million last year) to take on Want to talk about the future? Your future? See your 

some pretty exciting projects. But small enough to give placement officer. Or write to Manager, College Recruit- 

you a challenging job, not just desk space. ing, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 
Come grow with us at Babcock & Wilcox. Street, New York 10017. A good place to work and grow. 

ay ; Babcock & Wilcox 
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Of course, if your father’s a millionaire, or you’re about to marry an heiress, 

then you have no problems. But, if not, then there’s only one sensible thing to 

do. Come to work at Allison Division of General Motors. 

There’s nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Particularly if you’re an 
engineer with big ideas. Aerospace projects? Allison’s got them. Turbofan. 

Welcome Turbojet. Turboprop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications right 

across the board. 

th Id Maybe you’re more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison’s advanced motor ve- 
to e@ co y hicle projects will be more your cup of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan, 

for instance. The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty, and even 

cruel world the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild. 
= There’s more. And you can be part of it. Take your time. Check them all. But 

don't forget Allison. Remember: life can be beautiful . . . even 

without an heiress. 
For the complete story, send for Allison’s new brochure: Destination 

Tomorrow. Write Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 400, 

Allison Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. Mann oF ExCELLENCE 
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Drawing shows projected descent of the LEM (Lunar Excursion Module) for the Apollo 
Mission to the Moon. LEM will descend from the CSM (Command and Service Module) 
to the lunar surface, land, and return to the CSM. Two central components of the LEM 
system which control the descent to, and ascent from, the moon are the Attitude and 
Translation Control Assembly and the Descent Engine Control Assembly. RCA has 
designed and produced these systems in addition to other critical electronics systems, 
necessary to the success of the mission. 

RCA Knows How in Aerospace and Defense 

The LEM programs are only a small sample of the You owe it to yourself to find out more about the 
many advanced and diverse activities underway in the pot range of activities at RCA. Aerospace and de- 
five RCA divisions of Defense Electronic Products. ense are only one phase of our continuous drive to 

With RC could] ki hesanien pioneer new areas of electronics, See your college 
/ith RCA you could be working on these programs placement director, or write to College Relations, so vital to national defense and space exploration. Radio Corporation of America, Cherry Hill, New 

EE, ME and IE opportunities exist for all degree Jersey 08101. . : 
levels in every phase of research, design and develop- Whatever your field of interest—we would like to 
ment, information systems, manufacturing, and com- hear from you. . puter marketing. An Equal Opportunity Employer 

With RCA everyone has the opportunity to join 
graduate education programs, training programs, and The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
in-house courses—all designed to further individual 
development. ® 
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Twenty- five hundred dollars 

h ds 

to engi ing and 

metallurgy students. 
The Forging Industry Educational and Research Foundation announces a $2,500 award 

competition for the best paper on the subject “How Mechanical and Physical Properties of 

Impression Die Forgings Are Best Utilized in Designing Forgings for New Applications.” 

First prize, $1,000, plus eight other awards totaling $1,500. 

Competition is open to senior and graduate engineering and metallurgy students. Length 

of the paper, 3,000 to 3,500 words. Deadline for completed paper: May 10, 1967. 

: Winner and his faculty advisor will also receive an all-expense-paid trip to 

| White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, where the award presentation will be made 

| at the 1967 meeting of the Foundation. 

For full details fill in and mail the coupon or write: 

The President 

e 

Forging Industry Nise ee ee ad 
e Address 

Educational 

and Research School 
e 

Foundation oe 
55 Public Square * Cleveland, Ohio 44113 Faculty Advisor 

‘ - New hardbound 520-page FORGING A) 16-millimeter sound and color film, TO 
Vous i INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, describing Deg BE FORGED, describes forging process 

N \\, forging design, applications and tech- X ‘3? and design considerations. Length 18 

ee nology, is available to students at <Ow minutes. Sponsored by Forging Indus- 

special low price of $2.50. Write, enclosing check or try Association, available on loan free from regional 

money order, to Forging Industry Association, film libraries of Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., 

55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036. 
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THE BYRD 15.16 

The Byrd sends to you the warmest of greetings on A farmer has a square piece of property, which in his 

that holiday to end all holidays—St. Pat’s Day. This will, he left to his wife, daughter, and three sons. The 

month’s puzzlers are short enough to read while refilling will specified that the wife should receive Vs of the area 

your glass with that green beer, and hard enough to in the form of a square. The balance was to be equally 
confuse you mug after mug after mug. . . divided between the four children, each receiving identi- 

* ok * cally shazed areas. Furthermore, the caughter’s section 
Now to get down to business. A large circular table could not border or touch the outer perimeter of the 

is pushed into the corner of a room so that it touches original area. How was the land divided? 
both walls. A beer stain on the very edge of the table, * * * 

on the side nearest the wall, is known to be exactly 8 There are four flies on the four corners of a square. 

inches from one wall and 9 inches from the other. What Each one faces the fly next to him, in a clockwise direc- 
is the diameter of the table? tion. Each one starts walking at a certain instant, always 

* Ok Ok walking directly towards the fly he was originally facing. 
A conical glass of 60° included angle is 3 inches All walk at the same speed. When they meet at the cen- 

high. What is the radius of a ball bearing which will ter, how far has each walked? 
displace the maximum amount of wine in the glass with- * kx 

out spilling and which will bring the level of the For those of you interested in the solution to the prob- 
wine to the rim of the glass” What is the original level lem created by last month’s buggy botanists and their 
of the wine? box elder grove, the trees were arranged thusly: 

: * Hh tt + 
Three persons are to divide among themselves 21 TE ON 

casks of equal size, 7 of which are full, 7 are half full, “" + a 

and 7 are empty. How can an equal division be made Se ae oh oy 

without pouring any wine from one cask into another 4 ON, 
and in such a way that each of the three receives an who RE E+ 
equal amount of wine and the same number of barrels? NLL os 

* oe * 

Two candles of equal length are lit at the same time. ** * 
One candle will burn for 4 hours and the other for 5 Any readers who think they have a solution to any of 

hours. At a particular instant one candle was 4 times this month’s problems (with the help of the luck of the 
the length of the other. How long had they been Irish) can send them in to the Byrd c/o the Wisconsin 

burning? Engineer. a \ 

* ok O* y 
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3 eyege 2 . We've got the best facilities, the finest benefits, and blah, blah, 

Sure, you’ve heard it before — probably from so many to handle a job, you’re the kind of man Collins would 
companies it’s lost its meaning for you. like to talk with. 

So we'll skip the story about our having the best, We suggest you see your college placement offi- 
or the most, or the finest of anything. Even if we cer for details. If he happens to be out of Collins 
think privately that it’s true, it still remains for you Career books, write to Manager of Professional 
to be convinced. Employment, Collins Radio Company, in Cedar 

We do have a booklet about our facilities, the work Rapids, Iowa; Dallas, Texas, or Newport Beach, 
we do, the places where we work, the cities and California. 

towns we live in. Then, contact the Collins representative when he 
And if you’ve got the maturity to know that a visits the campus. You'll get straight talk about 

man gets ahead on his own demonstrated ability careers at Collins. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

(EN 
COLLINS 

ZY 

An equal opportunity employer 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS * CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA * NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA * TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Bangkok + Beirut + Frankfurt * Hong Kong + Kuala Lumpur + Los Angeles + London * Melbourne * Mexico City * New York * Paris * Rome * Washington + Wellington 
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1. McDonnell is a ‘“‘name”’ in aerospace . . . a name earned by solid 
engineering achievement in the current decade. The engineering leader- 
ship exemplified by successes in Gemini Spacecraft and the Phantom 
Fighters lifts your career and shoves it toward success. 

2. Stability and security sometimes seem unimportant to young 
a engineers just starting a career. But they are essential and you would 

be unwise to ignore them. McDonnell has never had a major decline 
in engineering and professional employment. The Company has grown 
rapidly in every one of its product areas. It presently has a backlog 
of more than a billion dollars in production contracts, and yet research 
is one of the fastest growing activities in the Company. 

a 3. St. Louis is America’s “City on the Go’’. In civic progress, in 
entertainment, in stores and homes, in industry, in sports and recrea- 
tion, in education, in construction, in human involvement, St. Louis 
is the city with a “‘future”’ in the center of America. 

4. You can best “change the world”’ by living in a world of change. 
The climate of St. Louis offers the mental and physical stimulation 
of four distinct seasons. How can you enjoy a warm fire without a 

MCDONNEL x new snowfall for comparison? What other natural phenomena than 
spring brings such a lift to your spirits? Who has failed to enjoy the 
comfort of asummer morning or the crisp smell of an autumn afternoon? 

i ae i. ee : WE.. 5. McDonnell’s suburban location allows you to choose from the 

eK ee UC total spectrum of living locations. You may like the pace of apartment 

_- : _ ml life at the heart of this 24 million person metropolis. Or you might 
_- . gl lw like the nearby suburbs with small city atmosphere and tree-lined 

7 i 2 streets. Just as convenient are rural areas, where you can live apart 
= . : ro from the hustle yet be close enough to enjoy city-living advantages. 

2 ; ’ 6. Naturally you want to earn your way and you want all you can 

| oe ‘ f earn. McDonnell wages are competitive with that of other industries. 
: a. | , i But being competitive isn’t enough after you begin to show your 
: 5 Co mettle. Then, it is corporate policy to recognize the unique and indi- 

oe 2 a vidual efforts of those who strive for and achieve engineering excellence. 
, 4 _ a Success will stem from a combination of inspiration and perspiration 

=  ~=S—.,_:C ... probably 10% of the former and 90% of the latter. But if you're 
; s o —_— - willing to work, you’ll never need to worry about your economic and 

ae ZF ‘ organizational progress at McDonnell. 

i - _ TY Fo 7. Facilities at McDonnell are second to none in space, advanced 

2 . @.: Fh aircraft and automation. You’ll find organizational and physical work- 
a . ae a a ing conditions that complement your skills and education. McDonnell 
=  e ee SS: bo testing and development facilities range from man-rated space cham- 

i 2 |? pall ~) aoe bers to Mach 28 wind tunnels, laboratories from microbiology to 
: oe s4 a EN Lo optics, computers from analog through hybrid to digital. You will 

ae a F _ find McDonnell is a team organization and nowhere is teamwork as 
8 : essential as in the aerospace industry. Team organizations keep you 

—_ _ he ‘ from becoming a desk-bound engineer and stimulate the exchange of 

: 4 - - experience and knowledge so necessary to the development of wisdom. 

: — ‘ | - 8. The Gateway to Space is in St. Louis. You’ll be working with the 

: —  % | experienced men at McDonnell who designed the aircraft and space- 
e os —__ | : craft that have, for a decade, dominated aerospace technology. 
a fe i. : McDonnell is strongly oriented toward government contracting. It has 

ce i, demonstrated the talent that provides exceptional national service 
- Bhs. while returning worthwhile earnings to investors. As the fastest growing 

hi ag segment of our national economy, the Government provides a stable 
2 : fk and continuing marketplace for those companies whose organization 
. i. 4 5 is oriented toward effectively serving the Nation’s needs. 

= a Niece 9. You may feel you’ve had enough education, but you'll soon 
. : decide to seek more. The McDonnell College Study Plan encourages 

- ee -— self development and offers economic assistance plus adjusted work 

_ et ee lO week benefits for advanced degree studies directly related to your job 

| = rti‘“_O___ms oo eo responsibilities. Many private and public colleges and universities in 

ohm  s- 4 fe the area offer applicable programs. 
rrr ae . F 

i ee Ff ai y if 10. Nowhere in industry can a young engineer find more job sat- 

-— =. Ware ef Ih isfaction than in contributing to national advancements in air and 

—rt—“—O™O—C—C—C—S—S—SPENS it Pas gra T ; space. At McDonnell, pride in workmanship is a habit nurtured by 
Do A TT the national acclaim that is the reward for success. 

cance cenit TE 

t 1 
{ See your placement director for a personal interview or mail this form to: t 

' J. T. Snyder, McDonnell Employment Office, Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166 { 

' ( 

' Name—_____ Phone —____________ Age ______ i 
I 
1 Home Addresg____ City. & State —___— Zip 1 

! Education: BS____ MS_____ PhD __________ Maar. Field s —____ | 
1 Date Date Date t 

! College; CT would like to receive application form Q] { 

t { 

1 MCDONNELL { 
Loe ee An Equal Opportunity Employers —§ 1 -- + +--+ ee ee ee ee eed 
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9 ° ° You've spent 4 years (or more) preparing for a job. 
How many will you spend finding the right one? 

You don’t need to waste a single year “exploring.” Talk to the 
Allied Chemical interviewer—now. You'll find he does what most 
other interviewers don’t. 

He tries his level best to place you where you want to be. The 
right work...on the right product...and, if he can, in the right location. 

It isn’t always easy, but most times it works out fine. For 
Allied Chemical is a large company whose various operating divisions 
embrace over 100 plants...12 research and development centers 
...and a coast-to-coast network of sales offices. Our product list exceeds 
3,000. Our interviewer will try to help you find a job within this 
vast complex that suits your talents, inclinations, and college training. | 
One you'll want to stick with and grow in. 

Ask your placement office when our interviewer will be on 
campus. Come prepared with all the questions 
you can think of and ask for information. You'll get it— 
and more. If you can’t meet with 
him, write to: Director of Placement, on 
Allied Chemical Corp., 40 Rector SSS. f SES RST 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10006. so SS 
An equal opportunity employer ay SSS SS pe 
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CONTINUED... 
Judge: “So they caught you with Advice to exhausted students: “Wanna sell that horse?” 

this bundle of silverware? Whom When wine, women and song be- “Sure I wanna sell the horse,” 

did you plunder?” come too much for you, give up _ the farmer replied. 

Thief: “Two fraternity houses, singing. “Can he run?” 

your honor.” eee “Are you serious? Watch.” 

Judge: “Call up the downtown The reason today’s coeds will do The farmer reached over and 

hotels, sergeant, and distribute this things their mothers wouldn't think _ slapped the horse on his posterior 

stuff.” of doing is that their mothers and the animal went galloping 

aoe didn’t think of doing them. away. As the horse reached full 

An entrant in a long distance ee speed, he ran smack into a tree. 

swimming contest in the English The messenger had just caught “Is he blind?” the buyer gulped.” 

Channel was a girl from Italy. She sight of Birnam Wood descending “Hell no,” the farmer said easily, 

amazed everybody by outswim- upon Dunsinane. He turned to “he just don’t give a damn.” 
ming, all the top athletes from the Macbeth and shouted: “Your ma- ae 

rest of the world.” Questioned by _jesty, cheese it, the copse!” “I take the next turn, don’t I?” 
reporters on her background, she aw @ asked the driver of the car. 

O explained the formula for success: Theta: “I finally consulted Doc- The muffled reply from the back 
“I was a street walker in Venice tor Jones about this craving I have Seat: “Like hell you do!” 

for two years. for kisses every time I have a few oe 8 

eee drinks.” Did you hear about the million- 

Journalism Prof’s exam question: M.E.: “Good, what did he give aire who had his swimming pool 
“Coleridge was a drug addict, Poe you?” full of martinis? It was impossible 
was an alcoholic, Marlowe was Theta: “A few drinks.” to drown—the deeper you sank, 

killed by a man whom he tried to sone the higher you got. 
stab, Chatterton killed himself, “Halt, who goes there?” ee 8 

Byron was accused of incest. Do “American.” We've heard that poultry has 
you still want to be a writer and “Advance and recite the second gone up a nickel, but pigeons con- 
if so why?” verse of the ‘Star Spangled Ban- tinue to drop a little. 

* 6 6 nar ea 0 

The maharajah of an interior “I don’t know it.” You unattached? 
Indian province decreed that no “Proceed, American.” No, I’m just put together pretty 
wild animals could be killed by eu # sloppy. 

the populace. Soon the country The salesman’s knock was an- eae 

was overrun by man-eating tigers,  swered by something beautiful. Mother: “Well, children, what 

lions, panthers, elephants and “Oh, good morning, Madam. have you been doing while I've 

boars. The people could stand it May I speak to your husband?” been shopping?” 
no longer and gave the maharajah “Sorry, he’s gone away on busi- Child: “Oh, Mommy, we’ve been 

the heave-ho. This was the first ness and won’t be back for a having so much fun! We've got 

instance on record where the reign week.” Granny’s hearing aid up to 50,000 

was called on account of game. He took another long look, | watts—and you should see her 

eae sighed, and asked, “May I come in nose glow!” 

The weird scientist looked over and wait?” ma tee 

reports on his life-preserving tonic. ee Chief: “When anything goes 

“Hmmmmmm .. .” he mused, “TI The eager relatives gathered for wrong around the house I always 

O see where my elixir has had its first the reading of the will. It con- fix it.” 

failure—a_ninety-eight year old tained one sentence: “Being of Wife: “Oh, yeah? Since you fixed 

woman, Ah, but what’s this? They sound mind, I spent every damn the clock, the cuckoo backs out 

saved the baby.” cent I had.” and asks ‘What time is it?”



FILEABLES 
A medium, giving a seance, was A jealous husband returned LIFE OF A JOKE 

bringing back people from the home early from a business trip 1 minute: Freshman thinks of a 
other world. A nine-year-old boy and found his wife in the undress. joke and tells it one night to his was among those present. “There’s a man in the house,” he girl friend. 

“I want to talk to Grandpa,” he said searching every room. When 1 day: Joke circulates through said. he went into the bathrom he dis- the women’s dorm and senior engi- 
“Quiet! Quiet! hushed the me- covered a shadow behind the neer overheats it. 

dium. . shower curtain, Immediately he 1 week: Senior sends jokes in to 
“I want to talk to Grandpa, opened it and found a ae stand: humor editor, claiming origination repeated the kid. ing in the tub, The man jerked the to himself. Humor editor thinks 
“Very well, little boy,” conceded curtain. closed again. “Please,” he joke is miserable, but since dead- | the medium, making a few hocus- said, IT haven't finished voting line has been set up one day and pocus passes, “Here’s your Grand- _ yet! he is desperate for five more lines 

pa.” see he decides to use it. 
Hello, Grandpa, what ae Jou An elderly man approached a 1 month: Joke appears at bot- doing up there? You ain’t dead. small boy and asked: “Teil me tom of gag page. Humor editor is 

see young man, do you have a fairy fg, ced into exile. 
An astronaut set his rocket down godfather? lied the little b “but I year: Joke circulates through on a strange planet. The moment I Sate re a e Dh Pde every engineering college maga- he stepped off the rocket, a num- . nave =m rey SWEETS A. ae sine from Alabama to Canada, and ber of little furry animals came SUSPICIOUS of. from New York to Washington. running to him. “Take me to your Ee 2 years: Gag writer for a radio leader,” the astronaut requested. A A young school teacher said to program finds local college maga- little furry took him by the hand her best student, aged seven, zine on a bus and sees joke there- and led him to a large glass build- “Tommy, if I lay one egg on the in. Joke appears on next week’s ing. Sitting majestically on a throne table and two on the chair, how program. Gag writer loses union was a large furry with a long many will I have altogether?” card, pointed needle on his head. “Why “Personally,” answered Tommy, 2% years: Reader’s Digest prints do yon have the needle on your “[ don’t think you can do it.” joke from radio program. head: : asked the puzzled _astro- eae 4 years: College professor finally naut. “Why, I’m the furry with the . . . _ d to reading the issue of syringe on top!” was the reply, A Ch.E. was experimenting with Bem ALOUNE bores d , | i t eee ‘ new formulas for beer. He labored Reader's Digest and laughs heart- 7 . on his various theories for over a _ ily at joke. The little boy wanted $100 so year, and when finally hitting upon 5-30 years: College professor badly he decided to pray for it. He what he thought was a revolution- uses joke to start off his lectures at prayed several weeks with no re- ary process, he sent the formula __ beginning of each term. 

sults. So he wrote God. The post to a laboratory to be analyzed. 35 years: Joke passes on as does office finally forwarded the letter The reply came back, “Your college professor. to the White House. The President horse has diabetes.” 
chuckled and ordered $5 sent to : . . “ee the boy. The lad, delighted that wee A wedding ring is like a tourni- his prayers had been answered, in Victims of an accident in Scot- — quet: it stops circulation. part at least, wrote a thank-you land were still lying on the road. 
note to God, but added this P.S.: Along came a native and said to NS “I notice you routed my letter aman lying on his back: “Has the 
through Washington and, as usual, insurance man been ’roon yet?” the damn bureaucrats deducted “No,” was the reply. (ou) 95%.” “Ah, weel,” said the Scot, “I'll f cS 

eee just lie doon aside ye.” EH || Co Two duck hunters were sitting Am 8 ae) | 
behind the blind, one drinking from igs : « } a thermos bottle of coffee, he oter Definition of Robot—A girl an from a jug of whiskey. After some engineer can make. cI hours of sipping they spotted a oe 8 es lone duck winging through the At a recent convention of the 
sky. Taking aim, the coffee drinker American Institute for the Preser- 
rose, left fire, and missed. The vation of Wooden Toilet Seats it 
whiskey drinker rose, let fire, and was decided that the organization’s eS brought the duck down. His com- name was too long. Consequently ew panion, properly amazed, compli- they named it the Birch john So- 
mented him on the shot. He re- ciety. 

Se plied, “Aw, it’s nothing. I usually “88 
get five or six out of a flock like “Use a bottle opener, granny. OUR NEW OFFICE rurniture == that.” Youll ruin your gums.” y 
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5 2 The world’s foremost center 
..,,,, |] of industrial engineering 
Ba could be Building 56. 

a - } 
we. 4 = ” . . . 

= There it is. Would you like to work there? 

| “Industry has gone a long way toward satisfying those human remain an industrial engineer and enjoy a status in his 

needs which can be reached through money, benefits, and security. - . . at a 

The future points to the job itself through improved job design profession that may be more difficult to attain for in 

as a source of increased performance and satisfaction.” dustrial engineers who practice under conditions less 

favorable than prevail at Kodak? Or do multiple re- 

That’s what we say in a new paper coming out of gression technique and mathematical model building 

Building 56. It relates the job design function of the and behavioral research mean less to him than swing- 

industrial engineer to the sciences that study human ing over to one of Building 56’s intramural clients and 

behavior. Such a paper would not have come out of a there starting his way up to where the whole mighty, 

company where top management is less than sold on fascinating, and gloriously diversified ship is steered? 

the benefits of leading the field in applying the most The fact that parallel choices have to be made by 

advanced concepts in industrial engineering no less those who join us as chemical, mechanical, or elec- 

than in chemical, mechanical, or electrical engineer- trical engineers will not be mentioned here for lack 

ing. We have a balance sheet to prove that our man- of space. 

agement knows which way is up. We'd be honored to have a note about yourself. 

Industrial engineers can come into Building 56 Write Business and Technical Personnel Depart- 

either from college, from graduate school, from mili- ment, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, é fr 

tary service, or from a well-reasoned decision that Rochester, N.Y. 14650. Cc e 

their present employment is not what they want for An equal-opportunity employer offer- Cc 

the long haul. ing a choice of four locations: i er~ +4] 

Oo i and with a little ti b oi Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Asodais 
nce in and with a ittle time gone by, choice con- Tenn., Longview, Texas, ea“ 

fronts a good industrial engineer. Does he want to and Columbia, S.C. — ‘
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engineers and scientists 
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needs of society... 

like beautiful cities 
eee A technical career at General Electric can put 

: you in the position to help beautify our cities. 

Inquisitive minds in research and advance 

development at G.E. are evolving many concepts 

to give our cities a clean, all-electric look. 

: : : Design engineers are translating concepts into 

: — ee _ components and systems, while manufacturing 

_ engineers are developing the methods and machines 

: _— that bring designs into being as useful products. 

—Cl— 
ato en Technical marketing specialists are working with 

—E—EE=—— lectric utilities and city pl to gi EES t—t _ electric utilities and city planners to give 
=e Cae Se . _ mushrooming urban landscapes like Phoenix, 

- eee a : Atlanta and Chicago, a bright, all-electric face. 
— i = el <i — 

- —. tu ge —. Urban living has already begun to change as a 

}3 £222 -——rtz~— result of the contributions made by General 
—ee eT TE—=E— EEE —  ~——~—_ Electric engineers and scientists, contributions OEE EES rrt~—“‘OOCCS:sS*siSCSCSCWrsis oe ses ai ee eS = rsrt— like air and water purification systems, underground 

|  —=—Sm power equipment to preserve nature’s beauty, 

SS St—‘“‘“‘<‘i‘“i‘“‘i‘i‘Cié‘(‘CSéCéCr em 

| eee Poe =. | orety tl You can help develop new products and concepts, 

B | ES Seb Sever paceman = » | ae - new facilities, processes, and manufacturing 
oe ee 28 ____ systems, or new applications and markets in 

\ yy RS cr) your technical career with General Electric. 
oo : - eau 2 ae For more information write: D. E. Irwin, 

Y ; . 2 Section 699-20, Schenectady, New York 12305. 
- Le : 
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